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You are invited to attend a meeting of the  
Overview & Scrutiny - Environment & Performance Committee on 

Tuesday, 22nd November, 2022 at 6.30 pm 
in the Committee Room, Municipal Buildings, West Street, Boston PE21 8QR 

 
ROB BARLOW 
Joint Chief Executive 
 
Membership: 
  

Chairman: Councillor Judith Skinner 
Vice Chairman: Councillor Judy Welbourn 
 Councillors Tom Ashton, Alison Austin, Peter Bedford, 

Katie Chalmers, Anton Dani, Paul Goodale, Neill Hastie and 
Yvonne Stevens 
 

 
 

A G E N D A 
PART 1 - PRELIMINARIES 
 

A.   APOLOGIES  
 

 To receive apologies for absence. 
 

B.   MINUTES (Pages 1 - 8) 
 

 To sign and confirm the  minutes of the previous meeting. 
 

C.   DECLARATION OF INTERESTS  
 

Public Document Pack



 To receive declarations of interests in respect of any item on the agenda. 
 

D.   PUBLIC QUESTIONS  
 

 To answer any written questions received from members of the public no later than 
5 p.m. two clear working days prior to the meeting – for this meeting the deadline 
is 5 p.m. on 18 November 2022.  
 

PART II - AGENDA ITEMS 
 

1   JOINT SCRUTINY OF THE SOUTH AND EAST LINCOLNSHIRE COUNCIL 
(Pages 9 - 44) 
 

 A report produced by the Scrutiny and Policy Panel 
 

2   BOSTON MARKET (Pages 45 - 52) 
 

 A report by the Markets Manager 
 

3   HOUSING STANDARDS.  OUTCOME OF TASK AND FINISH GROUP REVIEW 
(Pages 53 - 78) 
 

 A report by the Safer Communities Services Manager 
 

4   DRAFT LITTER AND FLY TIPPING STRATEGY (Pages 79 - 94) 
 

 A report by the Head of Public Protection. 
 

5   WORK PROGRAMME (Pages 95 - 108) 
 

 To include quarter performance monitoring.  
 

 
 
 
 
Notes: 
 
The person to contact about the agenda and documents for this meeting is Karen Rist, 
Democratic Services Officer, Municipal Buildings, Boston, Telephone Number 01205 
314226.    email:  karen.rist@boston.gov.uk  
 
Council Members who are not able to attend the meeting should notify as soon as possible 
giving the name of the Council Member (if any) who will be attending the meeting as their 
substitute. 
 
Alternative Versions 
Should you wish to have the agenda or report in an alternative format such as larger text, 
Braille or a specific language, please contact Democratic Services on direct dial (01205) 
314226 
 



OVERVIEW & SCRUTINY - ENVIRONMENT & 
PERFORMANCE COMMITTEE 
 

20 October 2022 

Present: Councillor Judith Skinner (Chairman),   (Vice-Chairman), Councillors 
Tom Ashton, Alison Austin, Katie Chalmers, Anton Dani, Yvonne Stevens, 
Stephen Woodliffe and Deborah Evans 
 
In attendance:  
 

Officers –  
Assistant Director - Regulatory, Assistant Director - Neighbourhoods, Assistant Director 
– Organisation and Corporate Services, Operations Manager and Democratic Services 
Officer. 
 
20   APOLOGIES 

 

Apologies for absence were tabled by Councillor Peter Bedford with Councillor Stephen 
Woodliffe substituting, and also from Councillors Paul Goodale, Neill Hastie and Judith 
Welbourne. 

 
21   MINUTES 

 

With the agreement of the committee the Chairman signed the minutes of the previous 
meeting. 

 
22   DECLARATION OF INTERESTS 

 

None tabled. 

 
23   PUBLIC QUESTIONS 

 

None tabled. 

 
24   ATTENDANCE BY COUNCILLOR MCNALLY PORTFOLIO HOLDER FOR 

WASTE 
 

The Chairman welcomed Councillor McNally and thanked him for accepting her 
invitation to attend the meeting to address a number of ongoing issues at the Boston 
Household Waste Recycling Centre. 
Prior to Councillor McNally addressing the meeting, the Portfolio Holder provided an 
overview on the recent issues.  Members were advised that the number of complaints 
had reduced significantly and that during a recent visit she had undertaken with the 
Local Member of Parliament they had both been delighted to see that so many of the 
problem areas including waste being turned away, had been fixed and that a new 
container for light bulbs had been installed. One area that they had both agreed needed 
consideration was the identical opening hours of all sites within the County, with a view 
to changing the individual site opening times to enable an alternative site for residents 
on the days their local site was closed.  It was hoped when discussion came forward in 
respect of the new contracts, the suggestion would be taken into consideration as such 
a move could potentially impact on Fly Tipping. 
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Overview & Scrutiny - Environment & Performance Committee 
20 October 2022 
 

A further suggestion had been made for a tyre skip at the site (in line with the one at 
East Lindsey) to again alleviate the fly tipping of tyres which would be at no cost to the 
Council as Enviro-tyre would collect for disposal. Councillor McNally advised East 
Lindsey District Council did not have such a skip at their site, but the Assistant Director – 
Neighbourhoods advised it did, but it was only for the Council’s fly tipped tyres that were 
collected, it was not available for public disposal of tyres.  
Councillor McNally stated that there was no intention whatsoever to install a tyre skip at 
the Boston site, stating it was commercial waste and as such the responsibility of 
residents to dispose of their own tyres and it was not for tax payers, to fund other 
peoples’ tyre removal.    
Further comments arose in respect of the disposal of tyres including charging for 
dropping them off at the centre and concerns at the location of the Enviro-tyre at 
Sutterton in the South of the Borough, both for the public to go to and also how unfair it 
was on the litter pickers who too had to take any tyres they collected to Sutterton.  A 
further suggestion by a member questioned the possibility of setting up a facility to 
produce Red Diesel from the tyres along with other by-products which could in turn be 
used for the Council’s own fleet, reducing existing costs.  Councillor McNally stated he 
felt if it was an economically viable business then Enviro-tyre would have already 
introduced it, and that the centre was only for household waste and not vehicle waste.  It 
was agreed the member would forward the information onto Councillor McNally after the 
meeting.  Referencing the reason the site did not accept commercial waste, a member 
questioned why it accepted car batteries which were clearly commercial waste, but not 
tyres, as both came from vehicles which were classed as commercial at the site.  
Councillor McNally stated that batteries were allowed next to the black bin for waste 
collection, but when the Chairman questioned actual collection of side waste no answer 
was tabled.  
On questioning the possibility of seeing the criteria for the new operations contract at the 
site, the Chairman was advised by Councillor McNally that the Council was within its 
rights to tender for the contract should it wish.  
A Member suggested that the current provision of the various centres appeared to be a 
‘one fits all’ system, not taking into consideration the variation in demographics across 
the various areas.  Boston was very different to Louth with much more depravation, 
lower wages and poor public transport.  As such most people had cars and by default, 
some had the means to fly tip.   Why not fit the centre around the needs of the local 
population, which in Boston’s case was continually underestimated in size.  A different 
thought process was needed and each site should have its needs assessed to make it 
work for the residents.  
Councillor McNally questioned against what criteria the suggestion would be based, but 
the Portfolio Holder stressed it had been very clear within the members suggestion.  
Noting concern about the layout of the site and the time delays in waiting whilst within to 
get to the appropriate bin, a member suggested it was not up to standard for the size of 
the population, with long delays experienced at times.  Consideration of easing the 
queueing with laybys or re use of the current grassed area would free up vehicles from 
sitting burning fuel. 
A member questioned the refusal of the site to accept vans albeit many members of the 
public used them as domestic transport.  He noted that there was also discrimination 
against residents who pulled up in such a vehicle with a single bag of domestic waste, 
parked outside the site and attempted to access on foot only to be turned away.   
Councillor McNally cited health and safety issues in respect of pedestrians on the site 
itself and commented that permitting vans would encourage sub contracted waste.  
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Overview & Scrutiny - Environment & Performance Committee 
20 October 2022 

 

 
Committee comments noted that common sense of the operators was required as a van 
with only one or two bags of rubbish was clearly not commercial.  A further suggested 
note number plate recognition to identify repeat users with large loads.   
A number of members voiced their disappointment at the responses provided by 
Councillor McNally, noting they felt he was negative and discourteous in his 
consideration of both Boston and their own suggestions and concerns and had taken a 
very dogmatic approach to the meeting. 
Councillor McNally stated that he had agreed to attend and had been very cooperative.  
He had not been awkward with members, and it was clear things had improved at the 
site but all members wanted to discuss was the provision on a skip for tyre disposal.  
 
The Chairman thanked Councillor McNally for his attendance. 

 
25   BOSTON BOROUGH COUNCIL STREET CLEANING REGIME 

 
The Assistant Director – Neighbourhoods presented the report and confirmed that The 
Council is defined as ‘the principal litter authority’ under Section 86 of the Environmental 
Protection Act 1990, with responsibility under Section 89, to keep ‘relevant land’ and 
highways clear and clean of litter and refuse, so far as is practicable. ‘Relevant land’ is 
defined as ‘land that is open to the air and is land which is under the direct control of 
such an authority to which the public are entitled or permitted to have access with or 
without payment’. 
The Council could determine the standards of street cleansing as required (Section 
89(3)), based on the character and use of the land and the measures which are 
practicable in the circumstances.  Their duty to keep land clean extended to 494 miles of 
adopted highway, or in cleansing terms 988 miles of highway with 500 litter bins sited 
across the Borough including 361 litter bins located in the wider town centre area.   
The Council had reviewed its street cleansing service in 2020 as part of its 
Transformation Savings Plan.  Efficiency savings of £70,000 per year had been 
achieved, removing 1 x mechanical sweeper from the fleet and implementing a new 
staffing rota providing a 7 day service. The budget forecast for 2022/23 is £367,655, 
representing a cost per head of population of 10p per week, or £5 per year. 
There were currently 9 full time equivalent employees (FTE) in the team; 3 x FTE 
mechanical sweeper drivers and 6 x FTE streetscene operatives. Employees work a 7 
day rota over 37 hours per week. The rota ensures employees work no more than 10 
days consecutively, working across weekdays and weekends. The start and finish times 
weekdays for sweeper drivers 05:15 to 13:15/14:15, litter pickers and litter bin 
operatives 06:00 to 15:00. Weekends 05:30 to 11:45 and 11:45 to 18:00. The rota is 
included in table 1.2 and 1.3. 
The service operated 1 x 15 tonne large mechanical sweeper, 1 x 4.2 tonne mini 
sweeper and 3 x 3.5 tonne light commercial cage vehicles. Manual sweeping brushes, 
spades, long reach litter-pickers and 2 x wheeled barrows are also used.   
Other resources employed in the town centre who contributed to cleansing standards, 
included the Flyswat Team (2FTE), the BTAC Operatives (2.4FTE), and Enviro Crime 
Enforcement Officers (3FTE) from the outsourced service.  
The current street cleaning regime placed a higher priority on areas with higher footfall 
and less priority to areas with lower footfall.   Appendices A and B showed a map of the 
town centre with the area of highest demand highlighted.  
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20 October 2022 
 

The town centre was cleaned every day.    Weekdays - Monday to Friday; 2 x litter 
pickers, 2 x litter bin emptying and 2 x mechanical sweeper deployed between 06:00 
and 09:00 carrying out litter picking, litter bin emptying and mechanical sweeping to 
accessible spaces. Following the morning sweep, employees divert to less priority areas 
across the Borough to carry out work duties.    Weekends - Saturday and Sunday; 2 x 
litter pickers, 1 litter bin emptying, 1 x mechanical sweeper between 06:00 and 09:00. 2 
x operatives carry out duties in the town centre until 18:00.  
Cleaning duties included litter picking, litter bin emptying, mechanical sweeping and 
manual sweeping, graffiti removal and bin washing. Manual sweeping with a 
brush/barrow is carried out in areas with restricted access where mechanical sweepers 
cannot operate.  
Referencing key points within the report, the Assistant Director confirmed that the cost of 
the services reported within paragraph 3.1 identified the budget forecast for 2022/23 at 
£367.655 representing a cost per head of £5 per annum.  That would provide 9 full time 
equivalent employees. 
Resources were directed to the areas in most need of cleansing with the town center 
receiving more attention than other areas.  The small team were split into tasks and did 
not operate as one team cleaning the town together, they were dispersed into various 
areas.   Support came from the Flyswat Team along with the BTAC town center 
operatives who also cleaned, painted and repaired the town area.  
The Flyswat team was fully engaged in collecting fly-tips, having collected over 3000 tips 
in 2021/22 representing 13 fly tips collected by the crew each working day. An average 
of 97.5% of fly tips had been collected within 3 working days. 
With pressure on services at the current time, concerns continued to be raised in 
respect of the build-up of detritus on both highways and in alleyways around the market 
place with bird droppings and staining on pavements both being raised regularly.   In 
excess of 1500 bags of rubbish were being collected per annum, from the town.  Moving 
forward the focus of enforcement needed to be directed at rental properties to try and 
reduce the number of black bags.   
Recruitment continued to prove to be difficult with some new employees leaving only 
after a few days in post whilst others simply did not like the job.  There was an issue with 
resilience with the service currently relying on temporary agency staff to cover illness 
and annual leave.  
A new litter and fly tipping strategy was being produced and Boston Borough Council 
had been recognised for its good practice within Litter Strategy England and the strategy 
would be developed across the partnership 
 
Significant member deliberation followed which included: 
 
On questioning the environmental crime enforcement figures, a member was advised 
that a breakdown of FFPN’s issued for actual fly tipping and littering incidents was 
available.  Cameras’ had been trialed dotted around the rural areas however the only 
way of identifying was witness evidence or footage via camera.   Camera coverage was 
an issue being considered across the partnership to determine if the current provision 
was adequate.   
The Operations Manager confirmed he was working to develop a joint Enviro-crime 
contract across the partnership to include enforcement officers and camera surveillance.  
That would lead to increased enforcement in line with members’ wishes.  
Recognition of the on-going success of the work of the fly swat team was noted with 
members agreeing that the speed of collections did stop long term rubbish from 
attracting further rubbish.   
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Credit was further paid to the town center staff for their work in keeping the town tidy 
with recognition of the need to improve and keep the public realm tidy. 
Questioning a need for further resources a member asked how the service would 
improve if they were acquired. The Assistant Director – Neighbourhoods’ advised that 
the current resource delivered the current standard provided, any additional resources 
would provide additional cleansing.  A Member suggested consideration by given by 
BTAC to the provision of additional funding.  
Whilst recognising the reasons for the reduction of the service and subsequent build-up 
of detritus throughout Covid, the Chairman noted they were disappointed that the town 
still had lots of old waste build-up of littering in many areas, noting particular concerns in 
the area of Maud Street Car Park and around the crossing on John Adams way with lots 
of detritus in breeze blocks including old cardboard, moss and cigarette ends and in 
particular, down the lanes around the market place.  Further concern noted that from 
observing the operatives they appeared selective on what they actually picked up, 
sometimes picking a certain item up and then leaving other rubbish in the immediate 
vicinity.  Other concerns noted the build-up of detritus in the doorways of unoccupied 
businesses with a suggestion tabled that the owners of the premises be contacted to 
take responsibility of the rubbish as it was not the responsibility of the operatives to clear 
it.   
Members’ further voiced concern at the ongoing issues about vegetation along the 
roadsides with an apparent lack of any road sweeping and questioned the lack of pride 
in their work of some operatives.  Additional concern noted the area around the Railway 
Station and Station approach which appeared to be continually subject to littering with 
heavy build ups and reflected poorly on those arriving via rail with their first impression 
of the town being one of an unkempt area with significant rubbish including black bin 
bags.  A question asked it the area could be improved by the use of CCTV with follow on 
enforcement as it was a clear hot spot within the town.  
Noting the constant high standard of cleaning with Pescod Square, it was agreed that 
whilst they had their own cleaning contract, it did reflect on the quality of the Council’s 
own cleaning regime, with the publics perspective questioning why the rest of the town 
did not reflect the same level of cleansing.  A suggestion noted speaking with Pescod 
Square to see if they could help the Council.  
Overall members agreed the quality of the cleansing was key and that more regular 
deep cleans were needed especially along the lanes which were continually subject to 
ingrained dirt down their sides. 
  
Referencing the operatives working hours, particularly within the market place, a 
member asked if the hours could be more flexible.  Whilst they cleaned early morning, 
when workers finished their shift patterns they arrived mid-morning at the Five Lamps 
and Ingram Memorial and stayed most of the day.  Unfortunately they created significant 
litter which was not cleaned until the evening, leading to those areas being littered 
throughout the day and being very visible to visitors.  Furthermore the last cleaning was 
6pm in the evening and again a later clean on a Friday and Saturday evening after 6pm 
would reduce the volume of cleaning required the following mornings.  
Members agreed the need for increased education and recognised that in certain 
groups, it would need to come from children educating parents.  As such, greater liaison 
was required with the schools as it was recognised by educating people, it would also 
instill a sense of pride in keeping their town clean and support the ongoing work of the 
volunteers who already worked tirelessly in ridding the town of litter.  
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Responding to the concerns the Operations Manager said he had taken on board the 
various comments and agreed they were fair.  The routes the staff had were lengthy and 
when looking at changes to the cleaning under the current staffing level, any change 
would always be at the expense of something else.  At the current time it was a dilemma 
in respect of current resources and allocation of what to clean and the scale of the work 
needed.   
The Assistant Director – Neighbourhoods’ further added that whilst pubs and restaurants 
had a responsibility to ensure cigarette butt ends were cleared from the front of their 
premises, it was not always the case and was something the enforcement team could 
take forward in putting that responsibility back on the owners.  They further noted that 
they could work with the economic development team to try and identify the owners of 
the empty premises.  Members were also advised that due to the need for ongoing use 
of agency workers to cover sickness and the problem of retaining staff, the service had 
not benefitted from the consistency of an established crew of Council employed 
operatives, which as a team would build a sense of pride in their work.  Whilst agreeing 
the suggestion of increased education within the schools, the Assistant Director – 
Neighbourhood advised that the team had no capacity at the current time and additional 
resources would be required to enable such a project. Noting the number of comments 
in respect of improved enforcement, members were further advised that the ongoing 
work noted previously, in respect of improvements to enable a single contract across the 
partnership, would result in greater flexibility with discussions including increased foot 
patrols and overt camera surveillance.  In addition significant work was being 
undertaken in respect of a ‘Caught on Camera’ campaign.  
Concluding, the Assistant Director – Neighbourhoods’ advised that the service had 
made savings during the transformation programme over the last two years and was 
operating as well as it could within the existing budget.  If a greater level of service was 
required then it would require more resources.   
 
Suggestions made: 
Contacting the owners of empty business premises to take responsibility of clearing the 
detritus from their shop doorways. 
Improve education with working with schools. 
Consider asking BTAC to provide additional funding for an increased resource. 

 
26   WORK PROGRAMME INC. Q4 PERFORMANCE REPORTING 

 
The Assistant Director - Corporate presented the Quarter 4 report confirming that when 
the targets had been set, they were not an aim for easy gains but to stretch the 
performance in services to the best they could be.  Members were advised that whilst all 
planning indicators were all red, had they been set against national measures they 
would have been green, it was local targets they were not achieving.  There were also a 
number of red indicators relating to PSPS which has also been addressed and now 
showed green in the latest performance reporting. 
 
Concern was tabled at the lateness of receiving the performance reporting, with 
notification advised that the other two Councils’ had already received Q1 for this new 
year with Q2 being finalised too.  Committee based their questions and concerns on the 
information tabled, a lot of which had already been addressed and it also depicted 
misleading information to the public. 
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It was agreed that with Q1 scheduled for the November meeting, Q2 would also come – 
enabling the committee to have an up to date report on which to base its deliberations.   
Concerns were noted at the ongoing loss of car parking income and a member 
questioned using the reason for as such as Covid, when in fact it was well known that 
ticketing machines in various car parks did not work.  A further concern was the lack of 
enforcement which appeared to be part time only in the morning, with many knowing 
they could park almost anywhere in the afternoon for free.  Further commenting noted 
that a further reason for the loss of income was down to the main shopping base for 
Boston was now a Wyberton Fen, following the loss of Oldrids and Marks and Spencer 
in the town centre.   
The Chairman supported the comments and formerly noted her wish for a report on car 
parking, to include the situation with broken machines and also with enforcement.  The 
report would be scheduled to the January meeting. 
A member questioned the number of rough sleepers noted in the figures, noting that 
they had seen an increase recently in the town centre and asked if the Council could 
look into the situation as they felt it would continue to increase with the number of 
immigrants now in the town with no UK Status which could result in actual groups of 
people sleeping rough. 
Reassurance was offered to concerns in respect of Council Tax and Housing Benefits 
processing, confirming the Q2 figures were both within target now and the historic 
issues has been addressed.  
 
The Assistant Director – Regulatory (Lead Office for Committee) advised that there were 
no updates to the work programme tabled.   Confirmation was provided that the annual 
ASB and CCTV reports (both of which were very historic in nature, but would be back on 
schedule for May 2023), would be tabled at the 15 December meeting of BTAC.  The 
Police were confirmed to attend that meeting as a one item agenda, together with the 
Community Safety Manager and CCTV Manager who would present the reports – 
aligned to the presentation by the Police.   It has been agreed by both Chairman that it 
would be more productive and less time restrictive to the Police and Members to have 
the one meeting with all members invited to take part. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The Meeting Closed at 8.45 pm 
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REPORT TO: Environment & Performance Scrutiny Committee 

DATE: 22nd November 2022 

SUBJECT: 

PURPOSE:  

Joint scrutiny of the South & East Lincolnshire Councils Partnership 

To review the Partnership’s progress after its first year. 

KEY DECISION: No 

PORTFOLIO HOLDER: N/A 

REPORT OF: The Partnership Scrutiny Panel  

WARD(S) AFFECTED: ALL 

EXEMPT REPORT? No 

 

SUMMARY 

The Overview and Scrutiny Committees of Boston Borough Council, South Holland District Council, 

and East Lindsey District Council have commissioned a joint Scrutiny Task & Finish Panel to 

undertake a review of the progress on the opportunities identified in the approved business case 

for the South & East Lincolnshire Councils Partnership. 

 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

1. To note the attached report (Appendix A) and associated recommendations. 

2. For the recommendations to be considered at the next Council meeting. 

 

REASONS FOR RECOMMENDATIONS 

To note the recommendations put forward by Scrutiny Task & Finish Panel as part of a scrutiny 

process. 

 

OTHER OPTIONS CONSIDERED 

None 
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1. REPORT 

 

1.1  This report is being presented to each of the Partnership Councils’ relevant sovereign scrutiny 

committee. 

 

1.2 The scrutiny being undertaken is required under the Partnership’s Memorandum of Agreement 

and is an annual commitment.  

 

1.3 This report brings forward the report of the joint Scrutiny Task and Finish Panel at Appendix A. 

 

1.4 The scope of this work was approved by the Overview and Scrutiny Committees at ELDC, SHDC, 

and BBC and is attached at Appendix B. 

EXPECTED BENEFITS TO THE PARTNERSHIP 

The opportunity to learn from the Partnership’s first year of operation. 

IMPLICATIONS 

SOUTH AND EAST LINCOLNSHIRE COUNCILS PARTNERSHIP 

Only those considered by the Panel in the attached report. 

CORPORATE PRIORITIES 

Only those considered by the Panel in the attached report. 

STAFFING 

Only those considered by the Panel in the attached report. 

CONSTITUTIONAL AND LEGAL IMPLICATIONS 

Only those considered by the Panel in the attached report. 

DATA PROTECTION 

Only those considered by the Panel in the attached report. 

FINANCIAL 

Only those considered by the Panel in the attached report. 

RISK MANAGEMENT 

Only those considered by the Panel in the attached report. 

STAKEHOLDER / CONSULTATION / TIMESCALES 

Consultation with a number of councillors and officers was undertaken and helped form the basis of 

the final report and recommendations. Details of this consultation can be found at Appendix D and 

E of this report.  

REPUTATION 

Only those considered by the Panel in the attached report. 
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CONTRACTS 

none 

CRIME AND DISORDER 

none 

EQUALITY AND DIVERSITY/ HUMAN RIGHTS/ SAFEGUARDING 

Only those considered by the Panel in the attached report. 

HEALTH AND WELL BEING 

Only those considered by the Panel in the attached report. 

CLIMATE CHANGE AND ENVIRONMENTAL IMPLICATIONS 

Only those considered by the Panel in the attached report. 

LINKS TO 12 MISSIONS IN THE LEVELLING UP WHITE PAPER  

none 

ACRONYMS 

none 

APPENDICES 

Appendices are listed below and attached to the back of the report: - 

APPENDIX A Report of the panel 

APPENDIX B Scoping document 

APPENDIX C Questions for guest witnesses 

APPENDIX D Questionnaire results 

APPENDIX E Meeting notes 

 

BACKGROUND PAPERS 

 No background papers as defined in Section 100D of the Local Government Act 1972 were used 

in the production of this report. 

 

CHRONOLOGICAL HISTORY OF THIS REPORT 

A report on this item has not been previously considered by a Council body. 
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REPORT APPROVAL  

Report author: The Scrutiny Panel report has been prepared by a 

Scrutiny Task & Finish Panel as set out in the 

attachment. 

Covering report signed off by: Rebecca James, Scrutiny Officer 

Covering report approved for publication: James Gilbert, Assistant Director - Corporate 
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Appendix A 

1 
 

JOINT SCRUTINY PANEL OF THE PARTNERSHIP 
 

Joint Scrutiny of the Partnership – Final Report 
 

Councillors ELDC: F. Martin, E. Mossop (Chair), H. Matthews 
Councillors BBC: J. Welbourn (Vice Chair), J. Skinner 
Councillors SHDC: S. Walsh, B. Alcock, M. Booth 
Officers: James Gilbert (Assistant Director, Corporate) Rebecca James (Scrutiny 
Officer)  
Guest Witnesses: Councillor Craig Leyland (Leader, ELDC), Councillor Paul Skinner 
(Leader, BBC), Councillor Lord Gary Porter (Leader, SHDC), Councillor Jonathan Noble 
(Finance Portfolio Holder & PSPS Board Member, BBC) Councillor Peter Coupland 
(Finance Portfolio Holder, SHDC), Councillor Richard Fry (Finance Portfolio Holder & 
PSPS Board member, ELDC), Rob Barlow (Joint Chief Executive), Christine Marshall 
(Deputy Chief Executive / S151 Officer), Adrian Sibley (Deputy Chief Executive, 
Programme Delivery), Michelle Sacks (Deputy Chief Executive, Growth), John Leach 
(Deputy Chief Executive, Communities), Councillors Nick Worth (Deputy Leader, 
SHDC), Nigel Welton (Deputy Leader, BBC), Graham Marsh (Deputy Leader, ELDC), 
Rodney Grocock (PSPS Board Member, SHDC), Lewis Ducket (Chief Executive, PSPS), 2 
members of the staff forum (anonymous) 
 
Background and Introduction 
 
On 1st October 2021, Boston Borough Council, East Lindsey District Council, and South 
Holland District Council formed the South & East Lincolnshire Councils Partnership. 
The Councils each retained their independence but have been working towards a 
single officer team to deliver the Partnership Business Case for the sub-region and 
each Council’s respective priorities. The Partnership was projected to deliver £42 
million in savings over ten years; whilst providing all three Councils with greater 
capacity to deliver their priorities. 
 
The approved business case demonstrated a number of opportunities for the 
Partnership. Progress on these identified opportunities form the basis of this annual 
joint scrutiny of the Partnership and can be found in the scoping document at 
Appendix B. 
 
The panel met 5 times, interviewed 18 witnesses with a set of standard questions, 
found at Appendix C, and conducted a short questionnaire among all Councillors to 
canvass their views. The results of the questionnaire are attached at Appendix D. 
Notes from the meetings can be found at Appendix E.  
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2 
 

Panel Discussion and Analysis 
 
“Be impactful rather than do too much too soon” 
 
We have interviewed a large number of the Senior Leadership Team (Councillors and 
Officers) over the past month. From our discussions with them, it is clear that there is 
widespread support and satisfaction in the direction the Partnership is travelling. 
Financial saving, still the major driver, has been justified along with the sharing of staff, 
the opportunities for their advancement and the bigger single voice at a strategic level 
were the most quoted examples of the benefits of the Partnership. Examples of how 
successful funding bids such as the UK Prosperity Fund have brought benefits to the 
three Councils have been demonstrated. The ongoing discussions at Government level 
over IDB’s as yet unresolved, were cited as difficult conversations prior to the 
Partnership.  However, there is recognition that the Partnership in order to develop 
successfully, has to work harder to develop that single organisational culture and 
there are still significant barriers preventing progress in this. These include the 
integration of ICT, a stronger relationship with PSPS, constitutional alignment and 
service reviews. 
 
We also interviewed the Chairman and Chief Executive of PSPS to enquire how the 
organisation has adjusted with a third partner, South Holland District Council joining 
the Partnership. PSPS has had to rise to significant challenges such as staff turnover, 
recruitment, capacity and working from home in addition to the assimilation of Boston 
Borough into PSPS over the past two years. As the Partnership has evolved, it has 
asked more of PSPS and therefore a re-prioritisation of plans is required.  Closer 
working with PSPS at the onset of this journey would have helped as they should be 
seen as a key facilitator to the Partnership, described by one as a fourth partner. 
Ahead of the Partnership are some major service reviews and it must be understood 
that this will be resource-hungry taking up to two years to fully align teams. An 
enhanced transformation budget will be required to progress this. 
 
The panel were keen to sound out the views of a wider selection of staff and asked to 
interview members of the Staff Forum. The forum has representation from across all 
three Councils and meets every six weeks. There is frustration about the alignment of 
ICT across the Partnership especially when staff are unable to access different IT 
systems at partner offices. There is uncertainty over the alignment of pay and 
conditions and no clear timescale. Overall, communications with service managers, 
team meetings and response to requests appear inconsistent with the One Team 
approach. A clear, consistent, and honest message to staff about the purpose of 
service reviews for example, is needed otherwise staff will just assume that it is about 
cuts.  
 
As with the joint scrutiny of the Alliance between Boston and East Lindsey, all 
Councillors were asked to complete short questionnaire on the progress of the 
Partnership. There were mixed responses but there were more Councillors willing to 
engage and respond this time.  A key theme emerging for Councillors were response 
times across the Partnership, including PSPS not only for Councillors but for staff and 
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members of the public. Other responses cited frustration with ICT and more targeted 
communication to the public, making them aware of the benefits of the Partnership. 
There is an opportunity for more Councillors to act as a ‘sense check’ to ensure that 
officers are aware of what direction councillors want to go in as our recommendations 
are more targeted and time lined than our scrutiny into the partnership last year. We 
are keen to see these recommendations together with the recommendations arising 
from the Peer Review Group tracked through the three Council’s Scrutiny Committees 
along with regular updates on progress. 
 
I would like to thank all the Councillors who took the time and trouble to take part in 
this important piece of work. Also, I must thank Rebecca James and James Gilbert for 
supporting us and for their invaluable advice. 
 
Recommendations – draft / emerging suggestions 
 

1. Alignment of ICT systems and processes across the Partnership will begin 
with a scrutiny group reviewing the draft Partnership ICT Strategy 
document. An initial meeting will take place by the end of January 2023 
and then adoption of an ICT Strategy and associated action plan to be 
completed by April 2023; 

 
2. Communication needs to be improved – including: 

 
2a) To remind all staff of the requirements surrounding Member response 
times at a service/directorate meeting, in line with each sovereign council’s 
constitutional requirements. This should be done by the end of January 
2023; 
 
2b) Ensure the internal communication review addresses issues raised by 
staff (Council and PSPS) and is completed by the end of January 2023 and 
then start to implement any recommendations by February 2023; 

 
2c) There should be more targeted and relevant communication to the 
public to raise awareness of the Partnership and specifically its benefits. 
The websites to be updated by the end of January 2023 to include more 
information about the Partnership’s work to date; 

 
2d) To develop a Partnership Communication Strategy during 2023/24 and 
for this to be identified as an action in the  next Annual Delivery Plan; 

 
3. With regard to the alignment of key policies, a list of those identified on 

the policy register to be part of the Annual Delivery Plans going forward, 
to be taken to each Council’s relevant scrutiny committee for review; 

 
4. The three Leaders to consider the merits of aligning Portfolio roles and 

responsibilities across the Partnership to assist with a more streamlined 
system for officers to work with; 
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5. The Cabinet / Executive to consider the merits of aligning the 

Constitutions of the three Councils where appropriate; 
 

6. To recommend that the Partnership asks the Independent Renumeration 
Panel to ensure that in undertaking its next review it takes on board the 
different levels of Member allowances across the Partnership; 

 
7. Involve PSPS at an early stage in the development of each year’s Annual 

Delivery Plan to ensure joined up working and planning / capacity for 
planned work. Officers to meet to agree how this would work by the end 
of January 2023; 

 
8. The Group Manager – Organisational Development to look at the barriers 

to successful recruitment and retention of staff to mitigate capacity issues, 
including apprenticeships,  succession planning and progression 
opportunities for current staff. A review with recommendations on 
tackling the issues to be completed by March 2023; 

 
9. Ensure there is sufficient funding in each Councils transformation budget 

to support the service review programme; 
 

10. Ensure that the pace of change is realistic and achievable. 

 
 

 
Report author: Councillor Edward Mossop, ELDC 
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JOINT SCRUTINY TASK & FINISH GROUP 
Project Scoping Template 

 

Topic: Joint Scrutiny of the South & East Lincolnshire Councils Partnership 

 
 
 
 

Objectives and Key Issues: 

 

The function of scrutiny within each of the partner Councils plays an important 

and key role within the overall governance arrangements for each of the 

partnership Councils and for the Partnership as a whole.  

The approved business case demonstrated a number of opportunities for the 

South and East Lincolnshire Councils Partnership. 

Progress on these identified opportunities form the basis of this annual joint 

scrutiny of the Partnership. 

 
 

Lines of Enquiry: 
 

- the ability to work together to respond to and address shared and 

common challenges and opportunities at a local, corporate, and sub-

regional level across the southeast region of Lincolnshire; 

- to realise a combined financial opportunity of up to £42m if all service 

integration opportunities are embraced; 

- to build on the existing and successful PSPS Ltd relationship and improve 

service effectiveness and efficiency; 

- an opportunity to improve service delivery and resilience across the 

Partnership; 

- the sharing of expertise across the Partnership; 

- the chance to create additional capacity and increased resilience to do 

more for our communities; 

- a stronger voice locally, regionally, and nationally through the creation of 

a South and East Lincolnshire Councils Partnership identity; 

- to cement a solid foundation of partnership working ahead of the potential 

for devolution and local reform; 

- the increased opportunity to secure external funding to enable the future 

prosperity for our communities; and 

- greater career development opportunities for our workforce. 
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Standard Areas to Consider 

 

Relationship with Annual Delivery Plans: as per the lines of enquiry above 

 

 

Financial Implications: as per the lines of enquiry above 

 

 

 
 

Witnesses 

 

Internal:  

ELDC/BBC/SHDC Leader & Deputy Leader, Chief Executive,  

ELDC/SHDC/BBC Members,  

Other relevant officers TBC 

 

External:  

PSPS 

TBC 
 

 

Resources 

 

Liaison Officer:  

Rebecca James, Scrutiny Officer,  

James Gilbert, Assistant Director, Corporate 

 

Required officer expertise:  

To be decided as the scrutiny review progresses 

 

Timescale 

Start date: early October 

End date: mid-November 

Target ELDC Overview Committee Meeting: November 29th  

Target BBC Overview & Scrutiny Meeting: November 22nd  

Target SHDC Scrutiny Committee Meeting: November 29th  

Target Council Meeting: ELDC 14.12.22, SHDC 18.01.23, BBC 23.01.23  
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Questions for guest witnesses 

 

1. What since the partnership has changed - good & bad? 

 

2. What progress, benefits, problems etc. have you found? 

 

3. What would you do differently? 

 

 

Questions for PSPS Board members 

 

1. How do you feel PSPS have adjusted with the changes brought about by the 

Partnership?  

2. What opportunities do you think there are for PSPS given the 3 councils have now 

formed their Partnership?  

3. Has the Partnership presented any new challenges for PSPS? 
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ID

What do you think have been the positives of the 
S&ELCP so far? Do you have any examples of 
positive impact you would like to share?

What would you improve about the S&ELCP? Do 
you have any suggestions you would like to 
share?

What do you think the key area(s) of focus should be 
for the Partnership in the year ahead?

1

Seeing how other councils work. Sharing staff. Cross-
council scrutinies that have a bigger impact. 

It’s like working in a much bigger organisation, so 
it’s easier to lose track of staff roles and other 
staffing changes. I could do with a database to 
look it all up sometimes!

Finances. Local government finance looks like it is going 
to be targeted again by austerity, and being able to 
deliver services will depend on actually having money to 
do that. Collective lobbying will be important there. 

2

A higher profile for the sub-region in dealings with 
central government 

Response times to questions from elected 
members

Economic growth and efficient delivery of services

3

The partnership has enabled us to engage with 
higher offices in local and national government due 
to the size of the organisation and the added 
strength that gives us in negotiating with these 
offices. As a partnership we are achieving more 
joined up ways of doing things by adopting best 
practices that have been adopted and used 
successfully by other partners in the partnership in 
the past

In some areas there appears to be gaps in officer 
cover. This could be due to the ambitious 
resourcing targets and in understanding ways of 
work in the three organisations joining as one. It 
is early days in the partnership and these things 
will no doubt be identified and rectified, 
wherever possible, in the future

One of the key areas is ensuring that finances remain 
stable across the partnership in these times of financial 
pressure
Staffing issues should be taken in to account to ensure 
our officers remain challenged but not ‘over challenged’ 
as they carry out their daily roles and responsibilities 
We must continue to ensure that we remain focused on 
overcoming some of the inequalities we see across areas 
of the partnership where we have many residents living 
in great deprivation 

4

Not a positive for SH, but one for another council is 
they have seen the success of our pride work, so 
rolled it out in their area- and rolled it out quickly 
without red tape and hold up. Sadly we seem to be 
unable to achieve similar  benefits and roll outs 
quickly for the benefit of the residents of SH 

More time focussed on SH. Growth in particular 
seems to be far more interested in EL and Boston 
and we seem to be lagging more and more 
behind. Extremely disappointing. 

Simple areas to collaborate on and share ideas.- 
communities is the ideal service to look to combine and 
share- waste would be a terrible one to do so- it’s crucial 
to SH and one of the few things we do well- we can’t risk 
that as an area being diluted due to sharing, so I hope 
no plans to look at that service until things are much 
better within the partnership. 
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5

Nothing obvious. Try Try and improve services to our electorate and

6

We have a longer name. Provide a better service to East Lindsey residents 
because as far as we can see so far our services 
have got much worse, officers cannot be 
contacted without a lot of delay, they have little 
or no knowledge of background to issues and 
they have no idea of the constitutional 
requirements. If these could be remedied so 
much the better….and we could return to a bit 
more normality.

Doing the job better, caring about the job and being 
efficient. Economic Development seems to avoid market 
towns. So attention to detail in something would help!

7

The partnership having more success at grant 
funding due to the coverage of the partnership.

It is difficult to say how to improve from a 
councillor point of view.  At least we have a 
contact list and a point of contact if we are 
unsure who to contact. 

Solidifying the partnership so that at all levels, the stall 
feel happy and confident in their role and feel valued 
over the whole partnership, not just the council they 
work for where their role is over the three councils. 

8

Greater impact with our partners, selling ourselves 
as a sub region and therefore getting more traction 
with the like of the Midland Engine, NHS , central 
government and businesses all of which is and will 
bring in more inward investment.

An assumption that the delivery plan has all been 
signed off and can be taken through the three 
councils without any challenge. The reality is that 
it has only been signed off at a strategic level and 
the detail has not been approved. Time needs to 
be built in to allow proper scrutiny of business 
cases when they are presented and not rushed 
through. 

Devolution / Unitary plans will inevitably need to be at 
the top of the agenda and we need to ensure we are 
well prepared for any bids the County might put in. 
Delivery on key projects such as the towns deals, UKSPF 
and Levelling Up bids if successful.
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9

The ability to have a louder voice when lobbying, 
applying for funding, or talking to investors. We also 
have access to more expertise from officers who 
have worked in other areas. Economies of scale and 
being able to balance the budget.

I would like the Councils to get together and plan 
the annual meeting calendar and if some topics 
affect all three councils develop more in depth 
joint scrutiny to help get a joined up policy 
making it easier for residents who cross over 
areas and to save time in officer presentations.

Drainage rate alteration, i.e. taken out of the capped 
precept. Continue to review policy and more joint 
working whilst retaining sovereignty of each council.
Making the electorate aware of how our three council 
now work and promoting the benefits

10

Value for money, combined skills are greater, there 
is greater capacity within the Council and Partners.

Directives need to work together more, One 
Team.

Meeting each of the sovereign councils strategies, while 
bedding in further and enabling staff at all levels. 

11

Positive shared resources which is also a negative.

Negative not much of a scrutiny if there are only 3 
questions, just seems a box ticking exercise. Doesn’t 
really matter what anyone says good or bad, Things 
will only change if the ruling party wants it too.

Allow all parties an equal say/share as to what 
happens with the partnership and not a one side 
vote from the ruling party.

Lowering the price of the green bins.

12
Haven't seen any yet Get back to proper in house meetings Stick to the promises first made

13

The combined officer cadre has positively 
influenced operational activity in both finance and 
property. The officers have all had a positive 
influence on our ability to deliver for residents.

We need to improve communication. That will 
happen as the new structure crystallises. 

Maintaining financial resilience. 

14

Greater combined power and influence in the main 
issues that affect us all, drainage, flooding and 
transport issues.

Collectively apply pressure on LCC and 
Government for improved road repairs 
considering 40%+ of all fresh produce originates 
do passes through South Holland!

Improved internal communications regarding business 
developments and ways of savings by simplifying 
processes and streamlining functions.
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15

I've not seen any evidence yet of this partnership 
being the success that was promised. Middle 
managers and junior staff appear overwhelmed 
with work, as they now appear to juggle several 
roles at the same time. Workloads have increased 
and vacancies are held open for far too long and 
this has had a detrimental impact on their ability to 
deliver. It's become a rather patronising practice of 
the ruling groups to continually offer sickly praise to 
staff in public, however, this often leaves the 
listener feeling that the orator is being 
disingenuous. Councillors who have their finger on 
the pulse are just fed up with this nonsense and if 
you watch carefully whenever this happens, you just 
might catch weary officers rolling their eyes in 
disbelief.

 Only SHDC has a political leader who possesses 
vision, imagination, conviction and political skill 
so it's depressing to think that the other two are 
by consequence officer-led. Sadly, the majority 
of the residents don't care as they don't bother 
to vote, and most of the councillors are too lazy 
to acquaint themselves with what's actually 
going on and rely on their 'Leaders' to spoon 
feed them. All three councils make a mockery of 
scrutiny so in an effort to be constructive, why 
not start there? The three LAs need to be open 
to real challenge and stop manoeuvring 
'friendly,' incompetent or closely related 
councillors (to the Executive) into Chairmanship 
positions. There are also too many dual-hatted 
members and most of them are just in it for the 
allowances. We know this because when it 
comes to actually doing any ward work, they are 
lazy, lazy, lazy, lazy. This in turn gives each 
council a really bad reputation. As to ELDC and 
BBC the fish rots from the head.

Staffing: departments need to be properly staffed in 
order for each council to be able to deliver effectively. 
Working from home: a discreet piece of work around the 
benefits or drawbacks of this and a forward strategy 
drawn up and consulted on. Real estate: if buildings are 
going to be half empty with LA staff, then we need to 
find a way to ensure that these buildings are put to good 
use in other ways. 

16

I do think the positivity will be achieved in the 
future.

Regular meeting through Teams. Study each case of each Borough individually. 

17

I think it is difficult to asses at this early stage if the 
changes made are actually positives. However it 
does appear that the senior management 
arrangements are now well embedded. Whether 
the pledge of ‘three councils, one workforce’ has 
been fully delivered I think we have to say the jury is 
still out on that one.

Ultimately it is something of a unique animal 
within the local government world, neither a 
combined authority nor a unitary, and ultimately 
further powers need to be acquired to move 
towards being the latter or it will need to be sold 
to Westminster as the role model for all areas. 
Sometimes being unique can often mean also 
being side-lined.

I think the answers to the first two questions answer 
this.
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18

Just the opposite. It has causes more problems. 
Obviously in this questionnaire no provision has 
been considered for people who consider it to have 
been a backward more.

Dissolve it. Cut out the overburden of senior managers and replace 
them with workers.

19

Better coordination of staff policies and 
departments

Better communications and not having to wait so long 
on the phone 

20

Promotion at top management level jobs for the ‘in 
gang’

Look at customer service issues……seem to have 
forgot as s service level

Customer service and public being able to get answers 
more efficiently,
A need to scrutinise the whole  organisation especially at 
grass roots

21

There have been many positive impacts of the 
partnership so far some of them include
Considerable financial savings
Access to a greater number of officers/able to 
attract more people to want to become an officer 
because of the increased opportunities for officer 
development 
Ability to development more ambitious economic 
opportunities for example, private electrical 
network/generation and supply of power. Hydrogen 
production. 
Joint strategy between the councils on Carbon 
Reduction, Community Safety

I think the councils have made giant steps 
towards working more closely in many areas but 
think there is much more could be done by 
aligning portfolio/cabinet areas of responsibility 
this would allow more joint/focussed portfolio 
scrutiny meetings.
Standardise IT provision for members to deduce 
costs
All three councils using the same providers for 
services i.e. MV for culture and leisure provision 
have a more integrated waste collection serviced 

Consolidate where we are, we have got a far larger voice 
in the county and regionally and can really have an 
influence on developing economic activity, developing 
“Place” through supporting diverse culture and local 
community hubs where we support local communities in 
delivering what they identify their needs are.
Having a greater influence on the way that the national 
spend is shared out and used.

22

Hopeful reduction in staff and staff costs No Staff ,planning consistency ,integration 
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It has facilitated a staff structure with the skills and 
knowledge to drive improvements in service 
delivery and scope out major projects across the 
combined districts. The recent presentation 
explaining the possible relationship with the 
renewable energy innovation is something which 
wouldn’t have been possible as individual districts. 

Use the building blocks S&ELCP already has in 
place to press for a devolvement agreement 
which will benefit districts across the county. 

Bring together what we do best over the three districts 
to drive forward radical improvements to road and rail 
infrastructure to link with our underused private ports 
and create strategic hubs to aid a more efficient 
distribution of food across the country

24

Unlike when we were in the Breckland partnership I 
really feel we are working as one team with Cllrs 
and residents who have so many of the same issues 
as we do. We are so close we can work cross border 
without any  difficulties/

Could we find a more simple and easy to say 
acronym for the partnership? SH - South Holland, 
EL - East Lindsey, BB - Boston Borough. SHELBB 
pronounced Shelby ! Only slightly tongue in 
cheek.

Promoting growth, looking at new methods of 
construction for social housing to relieve the backlog of 
homelessness and help more residents into safe, 
economical housing.

25
Housing ,well-being ,environmental protection ,cost of 
living protections

26

Financial savings and strong geographic unity 
between the participating Councils. Expertise shared 
across the Councils offering better job opportunities 
for the staff.

Communication and access to officers for 
Councillors. Still difficult to locate who is 
responsible for what. Greater depth of mutual 
understanding about each Council’s uniqueness. 
Clarity on how we track officer time dedicated to 
each Council across the Leadership Team and 
whether each participating Council is getting a 
fair share of the resources.

Ensuring all core and statutory functions of a District 
Council are at or above statutory minimum 
requirements. Ensuring Towns Fund and other grant is 
successfully drawn down. Ensuring Financial stability is 
maintained in the face of inflationary pressure.
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NONE So far as I can say from my point of view, and 
fellow Councillors, the partnership has not 
helped our day to day contact with Officers 
working for ELDC.  I feel left behind and out of 
touch with EL decisions being made together lack 
of response from Executive Members when 
asking for information.  Back Benchers, 
specifically in EL are very despondent about this.  

Not the Partnership - more inclusion of ELDC Members 
in matters and promises that we were elected on!!!

28

Collaborative work. Understanding other way’s of 
working, whilst sharing sovereign Councils work 
methods

Further working within the partnership and 
development, especially below Cabinet level

Leisure and culture, transport/road links

29

Shared management function ensures joined up 
approach from C/Ex, Deputy C/Ex and ADs.

Flow of information from management structure 
to port folio holders and councillors is not always 
straight forward.

Expedite service reviews in order to share services 
across the partnership.

Review what services could be absorbed into PSPS.

Restore the balance of power (e.g. too much delegation 
to officers at BBC/SHDC and perhaps not enough at 
SHDC).

Acceptance that SHDC Councillors seek more a more 
granular level of involvement than their BBC / ELDC 
peers.

Acknowledgement that ADs are busy and a scenario 
where the next level down can on occasion be 
responsible for briefing councillors and port folio 
holders.
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Savings Expanding to include West Lindsey. Tourism and improving officer response rates.

31

Greater diversity/ experience officers and members - 
potentially wider view of experience and ideas

We have many similarities with S Holland but are 
demographically different. We share the agri-
food industry as being key to us both. How can 
we get to each other's areas better so that we 
can work out how we can share ideas better? In 
particular, let's start with the similarities and 
look at each other's methods. E Lindsey has more 
similarity with the heritage / tourism offer so 
maybe we be looking at how they promote and 
capitalize on this side of their economy? 

We need to know what we aim to achieve in advance of 
councillor elections of next year. Therefore, I believe 
that we should be planning what is the future purpose 
of the partnership and the possible scenarios that might 
arise countywide.

32

I feel been able to work with portfolio holders 
across the councils has been supportive as we all 
strive for similar goals.

 Councillor allowances should be the same across 
the partnership, whether they go up or down to 
achieve this. Boston Councillors are few, so we 
have extra meetings and more duties but not 
valued at the same rate as the other councillors 
we work with in the partnership.

To continue to make great use of each other's strengths, 
Knowledge and assets. A great example of this was the 
department were able to redeploy a much-needed 
street cleansing machine from our partners to the 
benefit of the residents of Boston.

33

It’s good that 3 areas can work together creating a 
safer community and improving infrastructure and 
transport systems for all residents.

Transport and infrastructure.

34

None evident. As a councillor: better communication with 
officers: clearer signposting of which officers are 
responsible for what and across which areas, 
more officer time for them to respond / be 
available.

Poverty, sustainable energy security, affordable 
sustainable housing, public transport and access to 
education / training.
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None None Cleaning up littering and fly tipping.

36

Successful integration of services
Increase in efficiency and savings
Good integration of cultures

More integration of policies 
Aiming for a common delivery of individual 
services-for example, planning

Better integration of policies and approach
Look to integrate North and South Kesteven District 
Councils into the partnership
Prepare actively for local government reorganisation 
and devolution

37

Can't think of anything positive. Negative - it is now 
virtually impossible to contact anyone - have also 
received negative comment from residents I 
represent.

Make it easier to contact officers and customer 
services for councillors and members of the 
public

Communication with Councillor back-benchers - we are 
kept very much in the dark over what is going on in East 
Lindsey

38

 Very few positives, sometimes officers appear 
distant, some appear nervous, meetings are being 
organised around officers calendars not members, 
but they carry on and members miss meetings.

LETS DO THINGS WELL, include members as 
earlier as poss., get details to cabinet members 
well before meetings. Some officers think they 
make the decisions, wrong.

  STEADY AS YOU GO, NO RUSH otherwise P ship will fall 
over.

39

Access to officers with specialist experience has 
been most beneficial in the heritage, visitor 
economy and arts sector. We are now in the final 
stages of launching a new Discover Boston Website 
thanks to the cooperation fostered by Lydia Rusling 
who was part of the ELDC Team. Plans to promote 
the big 2030 celebrations of the foundation of 
Boston Mass will be more effective and on a greater 
scale because of our cooperation.

I am happy with the way we are working 
together and developing the working practices in 
an organic way as required

Promoting the visitor economy
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I believe that the partnership  is working better than 
the last one which we  had with Breckland.
The three authorities butt up to the Wash and 
problems with flooding are relevant to all Councils.

Better IT system so we can all connect Fly tipping, better policing, harassment to Councillors by 
members of the public.

41

Not to be negative, I am still chasing the advantages 
of the Alliance.

A general meeting of all Cllrs and officers. Finance, Effectivity, Deliverance, and Projects.

42

Releasing potential of our districts and residents Spread the knowledge of what’s being done 
more with residents 

Flood defence and growth 

43

It is early days yet, but the apparent willingness of 
three councils, which all have more in common than 
not, to work together for their mutual citizen's 
benefit is very promising. Am an enthusiast for it.

More real meeting (in person) between 
members of the 3 councils would be good. I 
already know quite a number on ELDC and BBC, 
but not all my colleagues do.

1 - making sure sea defences are on the government 
radar as sea level is on the rise.
2 - ensuring not only that we try to attract new 
businesses to an area where worker loyalty is strong, but 
let the sizeable ones we've already got know how glad 
we are that they are here (that helped get Prices to 
invest in SHDC area)
3 - improve the retail markets. People travel for huge 
distances to a really good market, ours leave a lot to be 
desired.
4 - ensure that children's play and leisure facilities are up 
to date and suitable. It's one of the first things people 
consider when relocating. Good examples are Cumbria 
and North Kesteven.
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Appendix E 

PARTNERSHIP SCRUTINY PANEL – MEETING NOTES 
 

Date and Time: Monday 3rd October 2022, 6:00pm 
 

Rob Barlow 
 

• We spent considerable time discussing and agreeing the business 

case to ensure financial savings; money into the region; and most 
importantly the ability to have conversations with partners not open 

to them before - including shared work programmes and discussions 
around, for example, IDB levies with Government. These were 

difficult conversations to open prior to the Partnership. 
• There were concerns initially about the fast pace of the partnership – 

it moved at a quicker pace than anticipated to everyone's credit. 
• Pleased that many staff have been able to further their career in the 

first 12 months. There are greater opportunities for advancement. 
• We have done well with our profile as a Partnership – it is known by 

Government and achieves regular national media profile in Local 
Government press 

• Trust - some of the organisational barriers have broken down 
positively between staff cohorts and staff are trusting one another. 

• In creating a single organisational culture, there are still lessons to 

learn as officers and much work to do 
• There is a challenge to PFHs as some aren't currently engaging cross 

partnership and in doing so   could achieve more for the Partnership. 
• Constitutional differences - more work to consider around 

standardisation and alignment. 
• PSPS - need to do more with the company given their criticality.  

• ICT still a barrier and more integration needed. 
• Service Reviews - small scale so far - need to consider a wider scale 

of transformation to achieve Partnership benefit. 
• We have met with Government officials to explain that half Council 

Tax collected goes to IDBs rather than councils being able to use to 
fund services like other Councils can. There has been an unofficial 

promise they would seek to build something into the financial 
settlement this year to help – I have concerns that staff turnover at 

government means this get lost in transition. We remain hopeful but 

no guarantees. 
• Constitutional review is a big piece of work - it is a challenge.  There 

are areas of the constitution worth looking at first - contract 
procedure rules for examples. Hard for officers when limits/processes 

are different.  
• We are not leaving posts vacant to show savings, we are actively 

recruiting to vacant roles. Many of the savings so far were there on 
day one - with savings initially from senior management team and a 

few from service reviews.  A lot of benefit has been from cost 
avoidance so far as opposed to removing costs. 
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• We are filling posts well generally, but Housing Revenue Account at 
SH is a challenge sometimes.  We are seeing a lot of turnover, but 

that is the nature of the employment market generally at present. 
• We have had lots of feedback from partners. As we do good things, 

we should promote them as having the public on side is helpful. 
• Devolution issue - changes at Government make the situation hard 

to read.  They may delay until a general election or might need to 
push forward to create a more efficient model of Local 

Government.  Much of what we are doing is what we would be doing 
if we were to be a single local authority.  The work we have done has 

placed us in the best possible place for the future. 
• Transport and other areas not in our remit – it will be a long haul to 

see any real change in these areas as we are not directly responsible 
but do have more power to influence the solutions. 

 

Adrian Sibley 
 

• Officers are spread more thinly. Teams/Zoom has helped with this by 
reducing travel time. There is an issue with taking the same 

presentations to multiple different meetings and streamlining would 
be helpful. 

• Things turned around more quickly than we thought.  
• Strengths brought to partnership e.g., Christine excellent 

governance.  
• Bringing on lots of projects for all 3 councils.  

• Need to embed the partnership through the tiers of areas / services. 
This would not be about where teams are based - it would be about 

working as partners and the solution would look different for each 
team. 

 

Councillor 1 
 

• SHDC joining was a much smoother process than when we brought 
forward the ELDC/BBC alliance. 

• We now have different officers with different strengths – it is about 
using those strengths for the benefit of the whole partnership and not 

just individual Councils. 
• I am pleased with how things have gone so far; we have knowledge 

we didn’t have before. 
• It is about more than money saving; we also have greater 

representation with external partners. 
• Communication – it is useful to have regular updates for councillors 

from each directorate. 
• PSPS – need some nuances to help work through issues but on the 

whole, we work well with them. It is important to keep them on side 

to know they are valued even when there are blips. 
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• Future – we can get more out of this; we can push the partnership to 
other service areas  and empower others with decision making  

• Staff development is key to recruitment and retention 
• Cultural change – executive / cabinets meet, joint scrutiny meets, we 

are working hard to provide opportunities to bring different groups of 
councillors together to understand how each other works. 

• Education, skills, employment – will have more success with this as 
a partnership over time (e.g., Plant & Bean factory). 

• Best use of officer time – shared briefings / member days, align 
papers/templates, video presentations for use at all 3, we have paved 

the way with joint scrutiny and executive/cabinet, also some more 
joint briefings coming up too on Police and NHS. 

 
Councillor 2 

 

• We have been carefully treading this first year – it has been not 
without challenge but is important for this to happen at a steady pace 

to ensure things are done for the right reason.  
• Budgets and shared learning set us in good stead for future 

challenges e.g., devolution – this is a useful footprint for a way 
forward, the potential of what we have done is positive. 

• We faced incredible challenges through covid, but we became an 
alliance then a partnership whilst dealing with those challenges. 

• Concerns over PSPS, helpful to learn from these and move forward. 
• I have good relationship with other leaders – it is good to know a 

sense of their ‘place’ and where they are from / how they see things. 
• We are already seeing real differences; we have a much bigger 

say/impact in things we are involved in than we did on our own. 
• Levelling up / shared prosperity has been a 3-way piece of work. 

• Not always apparent to the public what we are doing and why. 

• We need to keep up with the fundamentals, but also shout about the 
‘extras’ we do as we’ve not always had the funding share, we should 

have but still managed to get good outcomes. 
• Starting to work together more closely e.g., arrangements for  

Operation London Bridge were a good example of strong partnership 
working. 

• Politically we are about improving residents ‘place’ wherever that is, 
some see the partnership as a threat to traditional councils, but I 

want to sell the benefits of being part of a bigger group that has 
different strengths and backgrounds but with many common threads 

to tie us together. 
 

Panel discussion – emerging themes and recommendations 
 

The panel discussed what they had heard and noted the following as key 

areas for further discussion / investigation: 
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• How to make the best use of officer time (e.g., recordings of 
presentations); 

• Constitution / policy alignment; 
• Embed partnership through all tiers; 

• Culture needs to be cascaded / embedded ;             3 linked themes 
• More departmental collaboration / amalgamation; 

• Bring public on board re: benefits of partnership; 
• Barriers with ICT; 

• Influencing key issues outside our remit. 
 

 Date and Time: Tuesday 18th October 2022, 6:00pm – 8:00pm 
 

Christine Marshall 
 

• This was a big change, and it takes time to adjust – for SHDC more 

as staff jumped from working for 1 council to 3 councils, whereas BBC 
and ELDC went from one, to two, to three so the change was slightly 

more gradual; 
• Each council had their own strengths to bring to the Partnership, for 

example Boston from a size perspective benefits from the extra staff 
resource and expertise; 

• It is easier to have 1 conversation with partners for all 3 councils and 
also gives us a much more powerful voice; 

• It is good for staff in terms of opportunities for promotion compared 
with a single authority, which in turn helps with recruitment; 

• We have a good mix of members who are happy to work together; 
• There is some disconnect from ‘place’ especially in SHDC and these 

issues need to be picked up; 
• Councillors and residents are sometimes waiting too long for 

responses so this needs to be improved; 

• Sometimes we look inwards too much to compare each other, instead 
of comparing to other authorities 

• Some frustration over the time it is taking to align governance and 
processes; 

• Good pace in getting things done – but also need to mindful of careful 
adjustment to allow for place / intricacies of each council; 

• Some good opportunities for efficiencies with PSPS; 
• Pace of change was impacted by Covid, grants, Ukraine, the legacy 

of these issues had to be absorbed first; 
• Need to use S113 to share staff on more projects to help build 

relationships; 
• There is a need to realise this is not going to be perfect straight away, 

we are 3 large areas with similarities and differences; 
• Need enhanced arrangements on ‘place’; 

• We need a Partnership transformation resource to drive change and 

ensure the capacity to follow it through; 
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• Closer working with PSPS, this needed to have been factored in more 
at the start of the journey; 

• Need to ensure robust governance; 
• alignment of policies is key – ICT aligned, HR currently in final stages 

of being aligned, CPRs due to go through approval process shortly; 
• PSPS – we have changed what we want from them so they will need 

time to adjust their plans to align and take advantage of new ways 
of working; 

• There will be more opportunities for efficiencies through PSPS once 
theirs and our processes are aligned; 

• There are some big projects to work on and some service reviews 
may take 1 – 2 years to fully align teams; 

• Top 3 recommendations before the elections in May 2023 – 1. 
Transformation resource to enable service reviews, 2. Process of 

supporting members queries, 3. Key work with PSPS as a facilitator. 

 
Michelle Sacks 

 
• Greater sphere of influence e.g., we hosted DEFRA today, wouldn’t 

have happened as an individual council; 
• What we can do collectively and collaboratively is much greater as a 

three rather than individually; 
• Joint scrutiny work – recognition of positive collaboration, and more 

meaningful outputs (such as the Public Transport scrutiny); 
• Reputation and ability to deliver 

• Governance can be bureaucratic, process focused and risk averse – 
need to reflect on this and in transition to a shared, One Team 

approach could look at being more strategic and less risk averse, 
more flexible in how we deal with things so we can be innovative 

• Managing member expectations - response to member times need 

work better – is there a better process for this. 
• Alignment of portfolios would help when looking to align other things 

such as policies. E.g., my PFHs meet together but for other PFHs not 
always possible as there are different mixes – one for post-May; 

• Managing member expectations – in terms of what is happening in 
each area – whilst we are still a new partnership reflecting that some 

areas are more developed, because of Town Fund as an example, and 
partnerships are more firmly established, but this does not mean this 

can be not delivered across the whole partnership; 
• One voice – transport, sub-regional impact  

• Inward investment – having a 3-council partnership makes the 
difference when making business cases to prospective partners and 

investors 
• Sharing of expertise – helps with funding submissions on quick 

turnaround; 

• Alignment of constitution in terms of decision-making process – 
creates complexities as 3 processes to follow to get 1 decision made; 
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• PSPS – finance and ICT not been an easy process – they don’t always 
appreciate that some of the client base is councillors and that their 

issues need to take priority e.g., when starting a meeting; 
• Need some innovation from PSPS to allow us to carry out what we as 

councils want; 
• S113 agreements – should have as many staff on these as possible 

to allow further collaboration between teams; 
• Align all 3 council’s constitution as a priority to ensure we are as 

efficient and effective as possible; 
• Program in more all-member events face to face to build 

relationships, share experiences across the 3, opportunity to hear 
things directly from councillors – brings more breadth and depth; 

• Priorities 1. Governance – alignment and flexibility, 2. S113 staff 
arrangements, 3. PSPS to match our ambition and aspiration, 4. Work 

more collaboratively with PSPS and partners and build on our 

reputation for collaborative working; 
 

John Leach 
 

• Partnership can work like a unitary in terms of a higher profile with 
partners and better resilience, whilst respecting the three councils 

sovereign identity; 
• The 3 councils work collaboratively on challenges faced  

• A larger organisation offers more opportunities for staff careers; 
• We operate at size and scale effectively and efficiently; 

• We are on the right footing to do more as a 3. We had good starting 
points as individually all had things to positively bring to the 

Partnership Each Council  does really well so together, we can do a 
really fantastic job to deliver good services to all our residents; 

• Uncertainty and in some instances a lack of confidence can be a 

challenge  – need to turn this into a positive.  We need to help build 
self-confidence, there are lots of positives. 

• Has been a steep learning curve, need to be careful not to move too 
fast or be too greedy.  The system needs to be able to cope. 

• Be impactful rather than try to do too much too soon; there’s been 
some great progress so far and it’s important to keep a balanced and 

at the same time progressive momentum 
• Build on our resources and capacity over time in order to achieve all 

our ambitions for the three sovereign councils; 
• The 3 councils have understandably different cultures, we need to 

encourage a level playing field on standard matters by looking at 
policies, procedures, constitution, whilst respecting and 

understanding local identity; 
• Need to be empowered by the size and scale of the partnership to get 

on with what we have been tasked with; 

• Some good progress– climate change strategy, community safety 
strategy, £400K of funding for community safety, £7.2 million green 
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homes/sustainable warmth funding, community lottery, carbon 
reduction plan, Healthy Living Board, Envirocrime contract for the 

Partnership progressing, emergency planning arrangements in place 
across the sub-region – all done by joint teams for the Partnership, 

same thing for 3 councils but using one team; 
• Like many places need better IT infrastructure; 

• Regardless of devolution, we need to do this now as it is the right 
thing to do for our 3 councils; 

• We have a higher profile, more resilience, better pool of knowledge; 
• Collaboration has enabled many projects including access to various 

grant funding schemes, Towns Fund, UK Shared Prosperity Fund; 
• Benefits for staff ambitions and their career development and also for 

the councils in terms of succession planning; 
• We can use best practice from each authority to deliver better 

services across all 3 areas; 

• There have been some savings as well as cost avoidance 
• There is more to do regarding service reviews 

• Key things to resolve / alignment where possible in terms of 
constitution, terms and conditions, resourcing, ICT; 

• Need to build on communications 1. To ensure officers and councillors 
are up to date, supporting the role of councillors with good 

information and on delivery, 2. To build relationships, face to face on 
the ground as well as virtually, 3. To ensure awareness of roles across 

the Partnership; 
• Need to build on opportunities for  collaboration between 

departments; 
• Alignment of portfolios where appropriate; 

• S113 opportunities for more staff; 
• Need clearer understanding of the collective resources available 

(internally and externally, working with partners); 

• Need to ensure we never lose focus about why we are here is to 
deliver excellent public services for our residents.  Always seeking   to 

ensure continuous improvement through collaboration; 
• Top 3 recommendations before the elections in May 2023 1. Ensure 

financial resilience, 2. Be realistic whilst agreeing  progressive activity 
through the Annual Delivery Planning process, 3. Always ensure we 

know what direction councillors want us to go in as that is the ‘sense 
check’ for officers. 

 
Panel discussion, including emerging themes and 

recommendations 
 

• SHDC did not have an easy partnership with Breckland, so had a 
concern over things not going well this time either; 

• It was agreed by panel members that there is a need to move forward 

to the future of the partnership and look to future opportunities, draw 
on the shared expertise and ensure councils are ‘on the same page’; 
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• There is a need to listen to officer expertise and use it to help deliver; 
• There is a need to break down the barriers that stop officers getting 

on with things; 
• Important to use each other’s strengths; 

• Joining as three means we have the benefits of a large partnership 
but with the ability to keep things local and keep the local connection; 

 
Date and Time: Monday 24th October 2022, 6:00pm – 8:00pm 

 
Councillor 3 

 
• More joined up strategic planning 

• High level agreement on priorities 
• Bigger single voice as a sub-region 

• More influence with partners 

• Shared senior management works well, junior members need to also 
feel part of the partnership 

• Need to ensure balance with member briefings, can seem Town Deal 
focused sometimes 

• Bigger opportunities as a 3, more outward thinking, seen as a bigger 
partner and better option by external partners, can have wide ranging 

discussions that lead to some key priorities being dealt with 
• Shared expertise of getting funding has been shared across the 

partnership 
• Peer Review is designed to help us improve so the 1-year point 

seemed a good time to ask what we have done well and to get 
pointers on what to focus on moving forward. 

 
Councillor 4 

 

• We have influence as a partnership now 
• Officers can speak at a regional level, and we are able to build on this 

• There are resources we can tap into such as planning expertise 
• Communication is harder to ensure it is kept relevant across 3 

sovereign councils 
• Economic side aligned quickly; other departments are not as easy to 

align as they are ‘place’ centric rather than area/region centric 
• Need to realise areas of service may all move at a different pace 

• Need to ensure the public know how the partnership works and how 
it can benefit them 

• Increased workload due to joint projects 
• Need all member briefings for things that affect the partnership and 

council specific briefings for things affecting sovereign councils 
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Councillor 5 
 

• We can do more joint work as portfolio holders, but need to move 
steadily to ensure we get it right 

• We have good foundations to build on, but need to ensure we are 
being measured and thoughtful 

• Looking at joint opportunities such as hydrogen production plants; 
• Agreement generally with the points raised by other councillors     

 
 

Councillor 6 
 

• I am cautiously optimistic; it is early days and there is more work to 
do 

• It is currently more difficult to access information, it takes longer to 

get answers 
• Huge increase in workload for PSPS during Covid that created a 

backlog they weren’t prepared for, this cleared now but did cause 
difficulties at the time 

• We need to build on economies of scale 
• We need to share best practice and expertise across all 3 councils 

• We are more efficient as we have an integrated finance system across 
the 3 councils 

• I think PSPS should stick with the 3 councils they have for now and 
consolidate what they are doing and ensure it is right 

• There is no substitute for human interaction, the councils need a 
different split in home / office requirements as PSPS have 

 
Councillor 7 

 

• Good to have a shared team structure, I now deal with staff across 
the partnership, and we have gained some excellent staff 

• There is motivation to get things delivered 
• Concerns around structural changes caused some confusion initially, 

particularly amongst councillors 
• Pressure on staff now working across 3 councils, need to manage the 

workload carefully 
• We are on track to deliver shared services and savings 

• We can share knowledge and staff expertise 
• We need better / more communication for members, and this would 

help embed the partnership more quickly 
• We may be too reactive; we need to identify the right kind and level 

of support for the extra workload successful grant funding brings 
• The delivery teams are under pressure due to our success rate in 

accessing financial Capital support and we need to identify the right 

kind and level of support to deliver the extra workload successful 
grant funding brings 
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• We are 3 areas historically left behind, now we are getting money 
offered to us, we need to ensure we are in a position to make the 

most of those opportunities 
• We lost a good finance officer due to our inadequate home working 

policies,  so if we wish to obtain and retain good staff, we need to be 
mindful of the difference between what officers want and what 

councillors want. 
 

Councillor 8 
 

• Worried there is too much in the Annual Delivery Plan 
• Strong alliance across the 3 councils, thinking alike and sharing so 

much, such as the coastline, drainage board, gives us a strong footing 
if devolution comes along 

• Lots of work to do, need to be mindful not to overload staff 

• Useful to look and compare through performance indicators 
• Need to ensure all staff are aware of the partnership and the benefits 

it can bring 
• Have moved too fast on some things, need to stop, and take stock, 

rethink priorities, cannot keep adding extra work just because the 
opportunity may be there 

• As finance portfolio holders, we are sovereign lookers as we each 
have to balance the books for our sovereign councils, we have no 

specific shared budget 
• There are not as many issues as I feared there may be, but because 

our finances are run through PSPS, we need to ensure they can grow 
to provide the services we want them to 

• Officer core have been through the pandemic and lockdown so are 
prepared for the coming months, we may need to brush up our 

business preparedness and risk register (James Gilbert clarified that 

there is a single emergency plan and continuity plan being created 
for the partnership) 

• Harder to get answers and decisions, made more difficult by home 
working, I feel staff need a better balance of home and office working 

to allow them to learn and collaborate and discuss more easily 
 

Councillor 9 
 

• The partnership has been positive, I believe we should be a 4-way 
partnership to include PSPS as they are integral to what we are doing 

• Services provided through PSPS are becoming aligned, creating 
capacity and resilience 

• Creating efficiency and capacity in the longer term is easier now we 
also have Boston in the team 

• Timing of the partnership wasn’t ideal for PSPS as they were already 

tasked with bringing BBC on board, the partnership was added very 
quickly after that 
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• There has been additional staff turnover due to workloads and it has 
been difficult to recruit to some senior positions 

• PSPS have found it more difficult to liaise with Council staff, harder 
to meet and chat and have informal discussions when staff are 

working remotely 
• PSPS are trialling different ways of working such as a 4-day week, 

people applying always ask what the home / office split is 
• Boston needed time and investment to be brought on board, we need 

to be aware of the pace of change, steady the ship to ensure 
resilience 

• There is a lot of pressure on PSPS, we should concentrate on the 4-
way partnership and ensure it is settled and happy. 

 
Panel Discussion 

 

Key thoughts from panel members on priorities moving forward were noted 
as follows: 

 
• Pace of changes 

• Balance of home and office working 
• Member response times 

• Improve public perception 
• PSPS recruitment and retention issues 

• Public and backbench knowledge of the Partnership 
• Alignment of systems and processes such as ICT 

• Capacity regarding finance – being proactive not reactive regarding 
funding pots available 

• Ability to be proactive not reactive in terms of funding availability 
 

Date and Time: Tuesday 1st November 2022, 6:00pm – 8:00pm 

 
Lewis Ducket 

 
• PSPS has adjusted fairly well but also had some challenges brought 

about by additional work/timing ; 
• The Partnership was announced only 6 months after we had started 

‘onboarding’ Boston Borough Council, which created additional 
work/requirements which impacted on resourcing  

• Our initial priorities were aligning finance, HR, and payroll systems 
both for the S&ELCP but also as we are doing this as part of 

onboarding BBC; 
• Customer contact and revenue and benefits had additional significant 

workload demands, linked to covid support measures (grants/energy 
rebates payments etc 

• ICT technological alignment process has started both in supporting 

partnership but also aligning BBC across PSPS services; 
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• There are continual evolving adjustments/changes/additional 
requirements at the moment and likely to be more going forwards 

• There are still challenges with the remaining pandemic work which is 
still creating extra pressure – high levels of calls/closing off covid 

support activity such as energy rebate scheme; 
• Staff turnover has also been a challenge during part of the post 

pandemic phase; however, this is impacting all organisations and not 
just PSPS 

• Reprioritisation of work – lots of what PSPS do is cyclical, so the 
changes disrupted some of that regularity coupled with the need to 

do additional work without any additional resource ; 
• Staff turnover issues meant at times we had additional 

demands  coupled with normal work with either new staff or 
additional work needing to be absorbed 

• We Need to re-look at priorities and what will have the most impact; 

• PSPS is not currently looking to expand outwards, rather to provide 
more services to existing partners such as a procurement service; 

• Pre-partnership we were doing lots of things twice in 2 different ways, 
now we can look to align back-office functions so they are done in the 

same way across the partnership – this will then create capacity’ 
• We hope to recruit and retain staff in a changing work market to 

provide a more streamlined and efficient service, a shared model of 
delivery across the partnership and realise the benefits of the councils 

having a LATCO vehicle for delivery; 
• I am aware of some challenges which were faced between PSPS, and 

partner councils and they occurred at the same time with big 
programmes of change work – onboarding BBC created difficulties, 

but some issues were not linked to the creation of the partnership 
but linked to covid grants and council tax rebate payments and BBC 

receiving the PSPS delivery of shared model service v’s the in-house 

model they were used to; 
• There is the option for the councils to look at how they commission 

services in the future and align programmes of work; 
• The Partnership need to involve PSPS at an earlier stage with some 

projects of their forward planning  
• The balance between the current cost of PSPS Services v’s service 

levels expected needs careful monitoring – the councils may have to 
consider further investment into parts of PSPS to achieve some of 

their future ambitions – there are big expectations placed on 
HR/Finance and ICT; 

• ICT – opportunity to achieve alignments of systems across all 3 
councils; 
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Q&A session with staff members 
 

James Gilbert left the meeting at this point to allow the staff members 
joining the meeting to speak openly and honestly without a member of 

management team present. 
 

• Staff forum meets every 6 weeks and has representation from across 
all 3 councils and different service areas and teams; 

• Issue of staff terms and conditions raised, no answer as yet; 
• Ongoing issue of capacity, including recruitment and retention; 

• ELDC and BBC have number of concerns from some frontline staff 
and those services out in the community; 

• At an operation level, if you work across more than one council, you 
cannot access the different IT systems at partner offices; 

• There are better career opportunities as a partnership 

• More access to cross council expertise; 
• Creates more resilience if done correctly; 

• Partnership is a mystery for many residents, staff out in the 
community still refer to their sovereign council when identifying 

themselves to residents; 
• Closing CAPS at ELDC was an issue for elderly, vulnerable and 

disadvantaged; 
• Staff need to be told reasons behind why certain requests are 

declined or decisions rejected; 
• Staff would like a timescale for the review and alignment of pay and 

terms and conditions; 
• Managers need to be honest with staff about the purpose of service 

reviews and staff otherwise just assume it is about cuts; 
• Inconsistency in how requests for new posts are approved, Boston 

staff feel unfairly treated on this issue; 

• Recruitment is difficult across the country, but our salaries are not 
competitive, and we are not ‘savvy’ enough in how we advertise jobs; 

• Need to do recruitment well, attract the right people to the area and 
to the jobs we have; 

• Morale is low and stress levels are increasing, staff do not feel that 
there is ‘One Team’ as managers do not follow the Value and 

Behaviours instilled on the rest of the staff; 
• Inconsistency in team meetings and staff receiving information and 

updates about the partnership; 
• Home working is different from person to person but there needs to 

be flexibility and choice depending on the needs of the service; 
• There is a leadership programme, but there is a need for something 

on a more ‘entry level’ for junior staff; 
• The leadership programme needs improving – you are developed but 

not necessarily progresses; 

• Need to make the most of the apprenticeship levy as they do at BBC; 
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• Would be good to meet with PSPS staff to ensure good working 
relationships but as the Partnership is new, need separate staff 

forums at this time; 
 

Panel discussion / emerging recommendations 
 

• ICT, communication, and alignment seem to be the key issues raised 
by those we have spoken with 

• Need accountability from Leaders on recommendations, suggest 
these are monitored more regularly than once a year 

• Need to include staff forum members at all future scrutiny of the 
partnership panels 

• Are HR a barrier to successful recruitment? 
• Infrastructure of our areas affect recruitment 

• Managers need to follow the ‘One Team’ values and adopt best 

practice to ensure all staff are kept informed and feel part of the 
partnership – great branding, is it followed through by everyone? 

• Frustration with delays in the ICT work programme including the 
shared strategy for the Partnership 
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REPORT TO: ENVIRONMENT AND PERFORMANCE COMMITTEE 

DATE: 22 NOVEMBER 2022 

SUBJECT: BOSTON MARKET 

KEY DECISION: N/A 

PORTFOLIO HOLDER: COUNCILLOR TRACEY ABBOTT 

REPORT AUTHOR: Ian Dunn – Markets Manager 

WARD(S) AFFECTED: ALL 

EXEMPT REPORT? No 

 

SUMMARY 

This report seeks to provide an overview on how Boston’s regular Wednesday and Saturday 

markets are performing and operating since the appointment of a dedicated Market Manager 

on 25th July 2022.   Although there has and continues to be a Markets Officer in post whose role 

is to facilitate the market, prior  to the appointment of the Market Manager there was a period 

of almost a year when there was no direct management of the markets following the former 

Town Centre Services Manager taking on a new role.  

Markets were one of many industries that suffered at the hands of the COVID pandemic with 

only essential stalls allowed to stand. Since then markets across the country have adapted and 

tried to recover following the lifting of national restrictions 

 

 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

That members review, comment, and challenge the information presented within the report. 

That the committee makes any recommendations to cabinet that it feels appropriate and the 

Market Manager regularly reports to cabinet with updates and news about the market. 
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Agenda Item 2



 

REASONS FOR RECOMMENDATIONS 

To enable members to review, comment, and challenge the information presented.  
 
So members are regularly informed of any changes and updates regarding the market. 
 

 

OTHER OPTIONS CONSIDERED 

None 

 

REPORT 

The new dedicated Market Manager has been in post since Monday 25th July 2022, just over 3 
months. This time has been used to allow them to grow into the role, establish positive 
relationships with traders and pick up existing, ongoing projects, identify new ones and gradually 
conduct a full service review. 
 
Work with partner agencies, such as LCC, is ongoing to improve the visual and safety aspects of the 
market.  As an example, broken cobble stones have been temporarily filled to make them safer, 
prior to a more permanent solution being found.  Additionally, work commenced to replace the 
bollard at the bottom of Bank Street to allow a proper road closure to be implemented on Market 
days.  Unfortunately, work had to stop when contractors discovered utility cables in the ground, so 
until these can be determined this work cannot progress. A solution has now been found and two 
bollards will be installed shortly so bank Street can be properly closed on market days. 
 
The Markets Team is working with the Events Team to try and maximise footfall in the Market 
Place.  A  Christmas market is scheduled for Thursday 24th November and there has been a good 
take up from traders, with over 30 due to attend. There is also a Santa fun run arranged for Sunday 
11th December with a festive market planned to run alongside it. 
 
Officers believe a more cohesive approach is required in respect of events being held on market 
days, with a view to increasing footfall to both the market and the events themselves.  This 
approach already happens successfully in South Holland and is something the team will be working 
on and assessing into the New Year. 
 
Occupancy figures from Q3 2021/22 to the present day are below, but unfortunately with COVID 
and staff illness there is a period prior to that where the information is not readily available. 
 
Q3 – October 21 – December 21 

Wednesday Bargate Green - 70.83% 

Wednesday Market Place - 78.37% 

Saturday Market Place - 68.03% 
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Q4 – January 22 – March 22 

Wednesday Bargate Green - 66.66% 

Wednesday Market Place - 67.18% 

Saturday Market Place - 57.81% 

 

Q1 – April 22 – June 22 

 

Wednesday Bargate Green - 51.38% 

Wednesday Market Place - 70.18% 

Saturday Market Place - 62.64% 

N.B. During this period the May Fair was held (Saturday 30th April to 7th May). The first day of 

trading (11th May) was dreadful weather and in addition some traders take leave whilst the May 

Fair is on and were still on leave. 

During this period the Auctioneer and the Caterer decided to cease trading on The Green.  A new 

Auctioneer commenced on 25th May, but a regular trader on The Green also retired. 

 

Q2 July 22 – September 22 

Wednesday Bargate Green - 44.87% 

Wednesday Market Place - 73.80% 

Saturday Market Place - 59.73% 

During this period 3 traders had family weddings on the same Saturday in August, so they and a 

number of other traders (wedding guests) did not stand. This has affected the average for this 

quarter. 

Occupancy in the Market Place on a Wednesday is consistently higher than Saturdays. Possible 

contributing factors may be: 

• The addition of the Bargate Green on Wednesday’s attracts additional footfall to the Market 
generally. 

• A number of traders stand on other markets on Saturdays. 
 
The Green has 3 permanent traders. A new auctioneer, catering van and a fruit and vegetable stall. 
All have a regular customer base,  but because there are currently only 3 traders on this site, 
attracting new traders to this area is proving challenging  (because they are aware that there are  
many more traders and a higher  footfall in the market place).  A number of new traders have 
trialled the area in recent months, but unfortunately we haven’t been to secure them 
permanently. 
 
The Market Facebook page is received positively and is used to promote the market on a regular 
basis. It has also resulted in a number of businesses contacting the team to book a pitch on market 
days to promote their business.  Companies such as Lightspeed Broadband, Phil Haines Coaches, 
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local factories, agencies and Lincolnshire Housing Partnership have all used the market to promote 
their business.  Regular requests are also received from charities wishing to use the market to 
promote their organisations and raise funds.  
 
In the current economic climate encouraging people to spend money is becoming more difficult 
and so it is likely that it will be a tough winter for the market.  This issue was raised at the NABMA 
conference attended by officers last month.   
 
The conference also raised the promotion of youth markets, which is important succession 
planning for every market, with 91% of traders over the age of 40 nationally, so it is a national 
issue, not just specific to Boston. Officers are working with colleagues in East Lindsey, who had had 
recent success with the young traders association and markets in Horncastle 
 
During a conversation with a member of the NMTF (National Market Traders Federation) at the 
conference, he advised that he had visited Boston market on Wednesday 26th October, the day 
before the conference and commented that we have a lovely little market and compared to others 
across the country that he has visited in his role, we should be proud of how it is doing.  
 
Our officers will be working with contacts such as this, to seek their support on how to promote 
and boost our market. There is currently a full service review being conducted by the manager. It is 
anticipated that this will hopefully save money, will improve the market and ensure that it 
becomes sustainable for the long term and becomes something that we can be proud of. 
 
The service review will continue into the New Year and it is hoped a full report will be available 
either at the end of the financial year or shortly after. The aim of this review is then to implement 
changes that is hoped will save money, improve the service and sustain it for years to come.  
 

CONCLUSION 
 
Boston Market needs to be managed and managed well in order to succeed. The new manager has 
only been in post for 3 months and it is recognised that there is lots of work to do.  It is an intended 
that members are provided with regular updates and the team welcomes any questions from the 
committee. 
 
EXPECTED BENEFITS TO THE PARTNERSHIP 

A thriving market can only be good for the town. Increased footfall and more traders’ benefits 

other shops in the town centre and money spent in the area. Sharing best practice across the 3 

districts within the partnership will ensure all markets are sustainable and enjoy thriving markets. 

IMPLICATIONS 

Boston Borough Council’s reputation could suffer if the market fails. It is the job of the team to make 

sure this doesn’t happen and we continue to have a thriving market. 

SOUTH AND EAST LINCOLNSHIRE COUNCILS PARTNERSHIP 

The new manager works across Boston and South Holland so is working hard in both areas to 

improve the markets and footfall to the both areas. 
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CORPORATE PRIORITIES 

STAFFING 

One manager, one officer and 8 stall erectors. 

CONSTITUTIONAL AND LEGAL IMPLICATIONS 

N/A 

DATA PROTECTION 

Data Protection will be dealt with under the partnership’s information sharing agreements. 

 

FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS 
 
This is an update report with no financial implications at this time, but future financial implications 

will be provided within further reports on the Markets Service as they arise.   

 

 

LEGAL IMPLICATIONS 

The Council’s Markets are required to conform to the requirements of charters granted in 1308 

for weekly Wednesday & Saturday markets, and 1545 through Boston’s Charter of Incorporation.  

 

RISK IMPLICATIONS  
 
There may be a corporate risk if the market becomes unsustainable. 
 

 

CLIMATE CHANGE AND ENVIRONMENTAL IMPLICATIONS 

None 

 

EQUALITY AND SAFEGUARDING IMPLICATIONS 

None 

 

OTHER IMPLICATIONS  

None 
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CONSULTATION 

No consultation undertaken 

 

APPENDICES 

(If none then insert the word ‘None’ and delete the below text/boxes). 

Appendices are listed below and attached to the back of the report: - 

APPENDIX A (Title of document) 

APPENDIX B (Title of document) 

 

BACKGROUND PAPERS 

(If none then insert the working ‘No background papers as defined in Section 100D of the Local 

Government Act 1972 were used in the production of this report.’  Also delete the below 

text/boxes.) 

Background papers used in the production of this report are listed below: - 

Document title Where the document can be viewed 

Environment & Performance Committee 

Markets Review Final Report – 7 January 

2020 

 

 

Environment & Performance Committee 

Markets Review Final Report - 17 July 

2018. 
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CHRONOLOGICAL HISTORY OF THIS REPORT 

(If none then insert the wording ‘A report on this item has not been previously considered by a 

Council body’.  Also delete the below text/boxes.) 

Name of body Date 

  

  

 

REPORT APPROVAL  

Report author: Name and full contact details 

Signed off by: Name and full contact details 

Approved for publication: Name of Councillor (if required) 
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FINANCE PROFORMA 

PROFORMA FOR APPROVAL OF THE RELEASE OF RESOURCES 

(CAPITAL AND REVENUE BUDGETS) 

 

FROM:   

THIS PROFORMA PROVIDES THE FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS 
 IN RESPECT OF THE ATTACHED 

     
REPORT:   
REPORT DATE:  
 

OPTION 1 £ Year 1 £ Year 2 £ Year 3 £ Year 4 £ Year 5 
 2020/21 2021/22 2022/23 2023/24 2024/25 
Revenue      
      
      
      

Total Revenue Cost      

 
Funding required:   Considered by: Date: 
Total capital cost 
 

£  Enter committee here  

Revenue cost 
 

£  Enter Council or 
Cabinet/Executive here 

 

 
Financial Services Comments 
 
 
 
Risk 
 
 
 
Procurement 
 
 
Value for Money Efficiency 

 

 

 

 

 

This FP is valid for 3 months from 

FP date 

If this FP is no longer required please 

advise Finance 

If there are changes to the original report it 

may invalidate this document, it must be 

reviewed by Finance. 
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REPORT TO: Environment and Performance Committee 

DATE: October 2022 

SUBJECT: 

PURPOSE:  

Housing Standards Enforcement 

To address ongoing issues and concerns of Councillors and residents 

at the standard of some rented accommodation across the Borough 

of Boston, predominantly within the town area but also in rural areas 

and the impact such accommodation has within their 

neighbourhoods including issues of fly tipping and anti-social 

behaviour and also the poor quality of accommodation provided and 

the impact it has on the residents. 

KEY DECISION: Yes 

PORTFOLIO HOLDER: Councillor Martin Griggs  

REPORT OF: 

REPORT AUTHOR: 

Assistant Director – Wellbeing and Community Leadership 

Jonathan Challen – Safer Communities Service Manager 

WARD(S) AFFECTED: All 

EXEMPT REPORT? No 

 

 

SUMMARY 

The condition of many properties in the private rented sector is putting the health of some of 

our most vulnerable residents at risk. In addition to presenting some of the poorest housing 

conditions, the properties within the private rented sector are presenting many challenges 

across a number of services both within the Council and with our external partners.   

There are options available for the Council to consider in relation to enforcement within the 

private sector, requiring long term political support and financial investment/commitment to 

funds that would be generated through this activity. 
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RECOMMENDATIONS 

1. To lobby Central Government to introduce a mandatory requirement for all privately 

rented accommodation to be registered with Local Authorities, including those rented 

through letting agents. 

2. To consider the introduction of a Selected Licensing Scheme for specific wards within the 

Borough of Boston. 

3. As an alternative to Recommendation 2, to consider the reinvestment of income 

received through fixed penalty notices issued to private landlords to fund posts within 

the Housing Standards Team to carry out proactive inspection work within the private 

rented sector. 

4. For Corporate & Community to consider the following as a future topic – An investigation 

in to the issues being faced by the migrant community of Boston, to include; housing, 

education, employment, access to public services and funding, translation services. 

 

REASONS FOR RECOMMENDATIONS 

1. To enable Local Authorities to maintain an accurate record of private sector landlords in 

order to expedite the process of urgent enforcement activity when required. 

2. To ensure the standard of accommodation within the private rented sector is brought up 

to at least the minimum standard contained within the Housing Act. 

3. To ensure the standard of accommodation within the private rented sector is brought up 

to at least the minimum standard contained within the Housing Act. 

4. To ensure that all residents living and working within the Borough of Boston are being 

kept safe and awarded the same opportunities to thrive and develop. 

 

OTHER OPTIONS CONSIDERED 

None 

 

1. BACKGROUND 

 

1.1.  Concerns relating to the standard of accommodation within the private rented sector were 

raised at a number of member-led meetings during December 2021 / January 2022. As a 

result of this the Environment and Performance Committee agreed to form a Member’s Task 

and Finish Group to investigate the topic.  The group was convened with a membership of 

Councillor Paul Goodale (Chairman) and Councillors Judith Welbourn and Stephen 

Woodliffe.  Lead Officer for the review was the Safer Communities Service Manager and the 

clerk, the Democratic Services Officer.  The portfolio Holder was also in attendance in 

support of the review.  Five consultation meetings were held with external representatives, 

alongside the Council’s own officers.    
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1.2. The rationale for the review was to investigate whether officers are being provided with the 

appropriate regulatory power in order to improve the quality of living for many residents 

within the rented sector in the Borough of Boston, to hold landlords accountable for the 

condition and standard of their properties and if applicable to introduce / look at the 

possibility of alternative licensing options for rented accommodation. It is anticipated that 

the outcomes contributing to the community would be as follows: 

• Improved housing standards in private rented accommodation 

• Improved health of the residents within the Borough 

• Reduction in incidents of environmental crime 

• Improve the appearance of the Borough 

 
1.3. Under the Housing Act officers from the Housing Standards Team utilise two primary 

sections to carry out enforcement work: 

• Housing Health and Safety Rating Scheme – Assessing the 29 hazards that may be 

present in a home and determining whether the risk to the occupant(s) warrants the 

intervention of enforcement action, e.g. improvement notice, prohibition orders, 

emergency remedial action. 

• Mandatory House in Multiple Occupation (HMO) Licensing Scheme – requiring 

landlords of larger HMOs, rented out to 5 or more people who form more than 1 

household, to register with the Local Authority, provide relevant certification, co-

operate with programmed inspections and maintain the property to the standards 

contained within the guidance of the act.  

 
1.4. Under a Selected Licensing Scheme a Local Authority can define a geographical area, 

covering some or all wards, that would be subject to specific requirements of the Housing 

Act. Under such a scheme all landlords of private tented properties, regardless of whether 

they are a single household or multi-occupied, would be required to register their property 

with the Local Authority, provide proof of specific detailed documentation e.g. gas safety, 

electrical safety, energy performance etc. and cooperate with the requirement for regular 

checks to be carried out by the Housing Standards Team. The cost of administering such a 

scheme would be covered by licensing fees, paid by the landlord of the registered property. 

Any set up costs for the scheme, for the evidence gathering, rationale and stakeholder 

consultation can also be recuperated through the licence fee. 

 

 

2. REPORT 

 

2.1. In order to obtain all of the evidence required to complete the investigation the following 

organisations were invited to attend one of a series of meetings, either in person or 

remotely. Those unable to attend were given the option to make written submissions to 

the group. The organisations invited are listed below in paragraph 2.2 
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2.2.  

Organisation Attendees Comments 

Boston Borough Council Housing Standards Team Represented by 4 officers 

Community Safety Team Represented by 2 officers  

Planning Department Represented 

Waste Services Represented 

Environmental Health Represented 

Empowering Healthy 
Communities 

Represented 

West Lindsey DC Housing and Environmental 
Enforcement 

Represented 

Lincolnshire Police Community Beat Team Represented 

Lincolnshire Fire and 
Rescue 

Prevention and Protection 
Team 

Represented by 2 officers 

Community Leaders Leader of the Polish 
Community 

Written representation 

Leader of the Lithuanian 
Community 

Represented 

Letting Agents W H Brown 
Belvoir 

2 Letting Agents 
represented by 3 officers 
plus 1 written 
representation 

Schools 2 local schools Written representation 

Central Government Matt Warman MP Unable to attend – 
apologies sent 

Local Gangmasters Gangmaster Managers All declined 

Other agencies Centrepoint Outreach Did not attend but all raised 
issues relation to negative 
issues being experienced by 
migrant communities 

Churches 

Voluntary Groups 

 

 

2.3. Notes from the sessions conducted with all of the above representatives can be found in the 

appendices. 

 

2.4. The key points established from the evidence given are set out below 

 

2.5. Selective Licensing 

 

Members received evidence on Selective Licensing Schemes that have been operating in 

Gainsborough and Stoke on Trent. The main points from this evidence received are set out 

below: 

• Selective licensing is the only tool that provides a broad access to properties in the 

private rented sector. 

• Selective Licensing Schemes require landlords to register any private rented 

accommodation with the Council along with records and relevant documentation 

relating to the property. Inspections of the properties would be carried out by 

officers from the Council to check for compliance. 
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•  Selective licensing is contentious, the introduction of any scheme divides opinion 

with stakeholders. 

• Any scheme would need to be evidence based and its designations thoroughly 

justified, it should not be a paper exercise and must include enforcement initiatives 

and support from partners. 

• In the event of introducing a scheme that covered less than 20% of the Borough the 

Council would need to consult with stakeholders prior to implementation. 

• In the event of introducing a scheme that covered more than 20% of the Borough 

the Council would need to also consult with the Secretary of State by submission to 

the Department for Communities and Local Government. 

• There is a financial risk to any initial evidence gathering and the costs for any initial 

proposals which are not approved are non-recoverable. 

• Initial costs incurred for the evidence gathering / rationale of any scheme can be 

reimbursed to the Council via licensing fees, in the event of a scheme being 

introduced. Licensing Fees would also include the operation running costs of 

administering the scheme. 

• Selective Licensing will not solve wider issues, such as anti-social behaviour 

environmental crime, nuisance etc. which require support from other service areas 

and partners. 

 

2.6. Landlord / responsible person details 

 

At present there is no requirement for a landlord to register their details with any regulatory 

body such as the Council. As part of the investigation process all enforcement officers have 

the power to request ownership details. Although it is an offence to withhold any request 

for information from an enforcing authority it can often be non-forthcoming, especially in 

protracted cases. Due to the high level of housing demand in the Borough there is a high 

level of sub-letting being carried out which is further protracting the situation, thus adding 

time to any enforcement activity. This is being experienced across all enforcement services 

within the Council as well as external partners such as Police and Fire & Rescue colleagues. 

Having some form of central register of private sector landlords would assists all those 

involved in enforcement activity both within the Council and externally.   

 

2.7. Migrant population 

 

A recurring theme running through most of the evidence gathering sessions related to 

barriers being experienced by residents from migrant communities, living within the 

Borough. Issues identified included: 

• Language barriers and education of residents in relation to specific issues, e.g. 

separation of waste. 

• Fear of retribution should a complaint be made. 

• Reluctance to talk to anyone in authority. 

• Understanding of rights and standards that can / should be expected, particularly in 

relation to housing standards. 

• Cultural dynamics within families. 

• Definition of family groups, extending beyond close immediate family, particularly 

important when dealing with Houses in Multiple Occupation 
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2.8. Condition of the private rented sector 

 

The evidence has confirmed the concerns that the most of the poorest housing conditions 

are being found within the private rented sector. Notwithstanding the fact that there are 

also many properties in the private sector that provide good quality essential 

accommodation, the challenges being faced are multifaceted and extend beyond the 

hazards contained within the housing act. Evidence obtained highlighted that individual 

properties are presenting challenges across many internal services, such as waste 

management, fly-tipping, noise, anti-social behaviour, etc. as well as to our external 

partners. The present situation of higher than average demand for rented property within 

the Borough is also making it easier for unscrupulous private sector landlords to rent out 

sub-standard property. 

 

 

2.9. Areas of good practice 

 

During the evidence gathering it was noted that despite all of the pressure being presented 

officers from the Housing Standards Team are working efficiently and drive up the standards 

in the private rented sector. Anonymised information was given to the Task and Finish Group 

in relation to a number of enforcement cases that are currently progressing through the 

enforcement process, demonstrating that officers from the Housing Standards Team are 

utilising all powers available to them when necessary. In addition to this members of the 

group received information on the joint work carried out by officers form the Housing 

Standards Team, in conjunction with colleagues form Lincolnshire Police and Lincolnshire 

Fire and Rescue, based on intelligence generated from each of the organisations. This work 

has generated enforcement activity on some of the worst properties in the Borough and has 

highlighted the importance of the information sharing arrangements that are in place 

between the organisations. 

 

 

3. CONCLUSION 

 

3.1. The Housing Standards Team is currently carrying out its statutory functions in line with 

the Housing Act. In order to carry out any further proactive inspection work there would 

be a requirement for extra resources to be allocated to the team.  

 

3.2. In order for the Council to consider the introduction of a Selective Licensing Selective 

Licensing Scheme there would need to be both financial and political support for a 

prolonged period of time. An initial investment of £100,000 would be required to provide 

the evidence required to carry out an effective consultation with stakeholders. The costs 

for any initial proposals which are not approved are non-recoverable, however should a 

Selective Licensing Scheme be introduced the Council may decide to recover the initial 

costs as part of the licence fee. 
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EXPECTED BENEFITS TO THE PARTNERSHIP 

Whilst this report is specific to the housing conditions in the private rented sector within the 
Borough of Boston, the themes highlighted as part of the evidence gathering are being experienced 
in the East Lindsey and South Holland Districts. Any further evidence gathering conducted as part 
of a rationale for considering a Selective Licensing Scheme could be replicated across the 
Partnership to run concurrently, albeit the results may differ for each Council area. 
 

IMPLICATIONS 
 

SOUTH AND EAST LINCOLNSHIRE COUNCIL’S PARTNERSHIP 

None 

 

CORPORATE PRIORITIES 

The review encompasses each of the 4 key corporate priorities: 

1. People  

2. Future prosperity and inclusive growth  

3. Environmental awareness and accountability  

4. Delivering high quality services and maximising the use of technology to  

    support residents. 

 

STAFFING 

Extra staffing resource would be required to implement recommendations 2 or 3. The level of 

staffing required would be subject to further evidence gathering, required to establish the likely 

number of properties that would need to be licenced / inspected. 

 

CONSTITUTIONAL AND LEGAL IMPLICATIONS 

In the event of introducing a scheme that covered more than 20% of the Borough the Council 

would need to also consult with the Secretary of State by submission to the Department for 

Communities and Local Government. 

 

DATA PROTECTION 

None at present. Should any of the recommendations regarding the introduction of a registration 

scheme or selective licensing be supported then this would have implications for data protection 

due to the addition of records with personal details. This would be managed within the current 

practices being followed by the Housing Standards Team. 
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FINANCIAL 

There is a financial risk to any initial evidence gathering (£100,000) and the costs for any initial 
proposals which are not approved are non-recoverable. Should a Selective Licensing Scheme be 
introduced the Council may decide to recover the initial costs as part of the licence fee. 
 
 
RISK MANAGEMENT 

There is a risk that conditions in the private rented sector may deteriorate if the decision is made 

to continue with the status quo. 

 
STAKEHOLDER / CONSULTATION / TIMESCALES 

In the event of any proposal to introduce a selective licensing scheme, the Borough Council would 

be duty bound to consult with key stakeholders. In the event of introducing a scheme that covered 

more than 20% of the Borough the Council would need to also consult with the Secretary of State 

by submission to the Department for Communities and Local Government. 

REPUTATION 

None 

CONTRACTS 

It is anticipated that the evidence gathering and rationale report for identifying whether Selective 

Licensing would be a feasible option, and subsequent identification of specific ward areas, would 

need to be outsourced. 

CRIME AND DISORDER 

Crime and Disorder (including anti-social behaviour) would play a key role in the evidence 

gathering for the justification of any initiative, whether that is a formal selective licensing scheme 

or a proactive inspection project. 

 

EQUALITY AND DIVERSITY/ HUMAN RIGHTS/ SAFEGUARDING 

None 

HEALTH AND WELL BEING 

The health and wellbeing of residents is at the forefront of all the work carried out by the Housing 

Standards Team. 

CLIMATE CHANGE AND ENVIRONMENTAL IMPLICATIONS 

Part of the remit of the Housing Standards Team is to ensure that private rented properties can be 

effectively and efficiently heated and insulated. 

ACRONYMS 

HMOs – Houses in Multiple Occupation 
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APPENDICES 

(If none then insert the word ‘None’ and delete the below text/boxes). 

Appendices are listed below and attached to the back of the report: - 

APPENDIX A Notes of meeting held 9 June 2022 

APPENDIX B Notes of meeting held 14 June 2022 

APPENDIX C Notes of meeting held 28 July 2022 

APPENDIX D Notes of meeting held 16 August 2022 

APPENDIX E Notes of meeting held 30 August 2022 

APPENDIX F Note of consultation exercise 

 

BACKGROUND PAPERS 

No background papers as defined in Section 100D of the Local Government Act 1972 were used 

in the production of this report. 

 

CHRONOLOGICAL HISTORY OF THIS REPORT 

A report on this item has not been previously considered by a Council body. 

 

REPORT APPROVAL  

Report author: Jonathon Challen 

Jonathan.Challen@e-lindsey.gov.uk 

 

Signed off by: Emily Spicer 

emily.spicer@sholland.gov.uk  

 

Approved for publication: Councillor Martin Griggs Portfolio Holder 

Martin.griggs@boston.gov.uk 

 

Councillor Paul Goodale Chairman of the Review 

Group.  

Paul.goodale@boston.gov.uk 
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FINANCE PROFORMA 

PROFORMA FOR APPROVAL OF THE RELEASE OF RESOURCES 

(CAPITAL AND REVENUE BUDGETS) 

 

FROM:   

THIS PROFORMA PROVIDES THE FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS 
 IN RESPECT OF THE ATTACHED 

     
REPORT:   
REPORT DATE:  
 

OPTION 1 £ Year 1 £ Year 2 £ Year 3 £ Year 4 £ Year 5 
 2020/21 2021/22 2022/23 2023/24 2024/25 
Revenue      
      
      
      

Total Revenue Cost      

 
Funding required:   Considered by: Date: 
Total capital cost 
 

£  Enter committee here  

Revenue cost 
 

£  Enter Council or 
Cabinet/Executive here 

 

 
Financial Services Comments 
 
 
 
Risk 
 
 
 
Procurement 
 
 
Value for Money Efficiency 

 

 

 

 

 

This FP is valid for 3 months from 

FP date 

If this FP is no longer required please 

advise Finance 

If there are changes to the original report it 

may invalidate this document, it must be 

reviewed by Finance. 
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TASK AND FINISH GROUP REVIEW              Appendix A 
HOUSING STANDARDS.  Notes 
 

Meeting: 1000 hours 9 June 2022 

 
Representation by: 
 

Housing and Environmental Enforcement Manager – West Lindsey District Council 
 

Senior Housing Standards Officer – Boston Borough Council.  

(providing representation on Selective Licensing at Stoke on Trent City Council) 
 
 

 
Subject: Selective Licensing 
 

A presentation was provided which included the following key points of information / facts for 
consideration: 
 
Overview: 
Selective licensing was a mandatory licensing of all PRS properties in designated areas with 
above average number of PRS properties. (The national average being circa 19% as of 
March 2014).  HMOs and Housing Associations were not included in the average. 
 

The ‘area’ could be a street, a number of streets, a whole ward or the whole borough/town. 
For an area to be designated as being suitable for licensing it would need to meet on or more 

of the following conditions: 

▪ low housing demand (or is likely to become such an area) 
▪ a significant and persistent problem caused by anti-social behaviour 
▪ poor property conditions 

▪ high levels of migration 

▪ high level of deprivation 

▪ high levels of crime 
 

any application would need to be underpinned by an up to date evidence base, be an 
approach consistent with the overall housing strategy and seek to adopt a co-ordinated 
approach in relation to dealing with homelessness, empty properties and ASB.  
If granted then the licence would require all licence holders to pay a fee which would be 
determined by the overall cost of administering the scheme. 
 
Benefits of Selective Licensing: 
A proactive approach was required.  The licence would improve standards of both properties 
and the management of them.  It would ensure accountability and proven to reduce anti-
social behaviour.  It further enabled identification of both rogue and criminal landlords and 
targeted the most at risk properties which identified the most vulnerable people.  Finally it 
allowed enforcement action / prosecution of non-compliant landlords and also gave power to 
officers of the council with intelligence on a property, to enter the site.  
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Benefits of the introduction of licencing supported communities by the following 
TENANTS: 

• Sets standards for the management and condition of homes 
• Improves the health and safety of homes for  tenants 
• Gives councils the power to enforce against landlords that do not meet licence 

conditions  
• Generates revenue through enforcement to improve PRS 

LANDLORDS: 
• Creates a level playing field, so decent landlords are not undercut 
• Poorly performing landlords receive support and training  
• Improves reputation of private landlords 
• Support is given to landlords dealing with problem tenants 

RESIDENTS: 

• Connects communities 
• Better tenancy management helps increase tenure length and reduces 

homelessness 
• Anti-social behavior connected to private rented property can be more 

proactively managed 
 
Experience of West Lindsey District Council: 
A small scheme of circa 800 properties had been delivered between 2016 / 2021 in a small 
part of a ward with Gainsborough.  It had been successful and viewed as a pilot to inform 
future schemes.  In 2021 approval had been given for a further consultation to designate a 
border scheme covering 5 wards, 3 of which were larger rural wards to focus on improving 
property conditions.  Consultation began in January 2022 but had been halted in March 2022 
with concerns having been raised in regards to the overall process.  A revised plan was being 
developed to consider the most appropriate way forward for the area.  
 
Outcomes learned from the process at West Lindsey District Council: 
The majority of landlords owned between one and two properties and the scheme had proved 
to be the only active engagement by a number of these landlords in relation to actually 
understanding their legal responsibilities.  Tenants were in general unaware of the scheme 
in place and therefore not aware of their rights in relation to their tenancy. 
The scheme could NOT manage problem tenants although it had been perceived to do so 
Tackling ASB required further investigation being such a complex issue.  Criminal landlords 
and the most vulnerable tenants were entwined.  The PRS had been bigger than initially 
thought and continued to grow.  Effective enforcement has been achieved using resources 
across the Council working alongside the Housing Standards Officers.  A joint approach was 
required.  Concerns in respect of the charge to the landlord being passed on to the tenant 
had not materialised, and had not deterred other persons wishing to invest in the renal 
market. 
 
Important Points for consideration: 
Selective licensing is the only tool that provides the broad access high numbers of the PRS 
properties.  It is contentious and doubtful that there would be overall agreement from 
stakeholders on any introduction of the licence.   
The consultation process is not a referendum but about understanding view of the 
stakeholders and dependant on the outcomes determining the implementation or not. 
Any scheme needed to be evidenced based and its designations thoroughly justified, it should 
not be a paper exercise and must include enforcement and initiatives.   
There was a financial risk to any initial proposal which was not approved nor recoverable.  
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Representation in respect of Stoke on Trent City Council 
Reiterating and supporting a number of the comments and information relayed in respect of 
West Lindsey District Council’s experience, the Officer advised that during his employment 
with Stoke on Trent City Council, licensing required private landlords to apply for a licence to 
let their properties. The selective licensing had been introduced to two of the most deprived 
areas of the city from 4 August 2014 with each scheme having been operative for five years.  
The schemes had focused on attracting investment to give residents the chance to live in a 
safe and warm home without risking homelessness. The findings had enabled proactive 
inspections of all properties in the two deprived areas culminating in improved private rented 
housing standards and management practices as well as successful operations which tackled 
occurrences of drug dealing and anti-social behaviour. Additionally it had been successful in 
encouraging residents to report issues of ASB by reassuring them their voice would be heard. 
Key proven outcomes from an evaluation of the two schemes included the substantial 
increases in inspections of privately let homes which in turn had identified unknown serious 
hazards, a vast improvement in housing conditions, a reduction in empty homes and an 
increase in property prices in each areas.  Upon notification of the power of enforcement 
action the vast majority of the landlords and applied for a licence.  Enforcement action had 
taken place against landlords who failed to be complicit in carrying out repairs and complying 
with the licence conditions.  The risk of fire had been reduced with safe and well checks being 
performed by the Fire Service and the schemes had enabled the rebuilding of the community 
where residents wanted to improve their area. 
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TASK AND FINISH GROUP REVIEW     APPENDIX B 
HOUSING STANDARDS. – Notes. 
 

Meeting: 1000 hours 14 June 2022 

 
External representatives: 
Lincolnshire Police 
Lincolnshire Fire and Rescue 
 
Boston Borough Council representatives: 
Assistant Director – Planning and Strategic Infrastructure 
Community Safety Manager 
Anti-Social Behaviour Manager  -  
Operations Manager 
Environmental Health Officer 
 
Lincolnshire Police: 
Recognition of the challenges faced with the migrant communities and the fast moving 
pictures of the various nations coming through the town.  Review needs to be mindful 
of the current status and the future status and when making any decision realise that 
anything taken forward might not be relevant in 10 years. 
Key issues arise from lack of understanding of residents’ rights and language 
difficulties which even with a translator in attendance prove frustrating when residents 
move to localised dialects within their primary language.   Most communities did not 
have a community leader – moreover they had group leaders usually an alpha male 
who helped with administration matters.   It was common within certain migrant 
communities to leave the elder child at home all day to look after all the younger 
children and as such the elder child misses schooling whilst both parents worked in 
the agricultural industry.  Many of the travelling community could not read or write and 
there was a need to provide graphics when looking at the best way to communicate 
with them to explain how things worked and their rights in respect of the property.   
Many lived in what were thought to be unlicensed homes in very large family groups 
– although the migrant community groups’ definition of family was far extended to 
include calling people from their own villages by the term ‘cousin’.   As such there was 
currently no way of knowing if a house was an HMO or just a family home.  Issues at 
such homes included being non complicit with smoke alarms, parties and noise and 
rubbish in gardens but a lack of understanding did not offer the right to be above the 
law. 
Many residents were reluctant to disclose information either in respect of their own 
personal situation or in respect of issues in respect of the standard of the property, 
being too scared to speak out about poor conditions, mindful of the rules back in their 
homelands of not complaining and just tolerating being scared of any repercussions 
should they complain.  
When intelligence was provided the Police acted along with other partners but there 
was a continual block up by certain residents in their unwillingness to speak with the 
authorities or to complain. Boston had brothels, sex workers in residential homes and 
slavery issues. 
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Boston along with SHDC would be leading the way for multi-agency partnership-p 
working with all parties on board and eager to progress as much as possible with many 
tools in their toolkit to support the review. The review needed to look at short, medium 
and long term issues with a fluid transient population.  Fran confirmed that the situation 
was a nationwide problem and not just specific to Boston due to it being an agricultural 
area.  Many students suffered poor conditions within cities in their accommodation and 
issue were in the rural areas as well as the towns and cities – it was not solely an 
ethnicity issue.  In response to a question to seek data identifying specific areas of the 
town for evidence in considering selective licensing, Fran advised it would not be 
possible as incidents recorded within the town itself could not be identified back to 
residences.  
 
Lincolnshire Fire and Rescue: 
Confirmation was provided that issues continued within illegal sleepers in 
accommodation over commercial premises which had not been subjected to a change 
of use within planning, particular along West Street.   The only person permitted to 
sleep in such accommodation was the owner or manager of the property who did so 
at their own risk.  All other occupancy was illegal with incidents having been found of 
no escape routes / no lighting nor other standard services and safety measures.  A risk 
based inspection programme was in place but resources were very limited and it was 
impossible to visit all sites.  When intelligence was received action was taken as a 
priority but resource was a major issue and HMO’s were very time consuming.  
The migrant project was a joint partnership approach, working in South Holland & 
Boston with community cohesion including the Police, the Council’s Private Housing 
department and Immigration.  The partnership undertook joint visits to addresses that 
had been highlighted as unlicensed HMO’s and intelligence was gathered from the 
public, employment agencies & factories. The properties were cold-called and when 
the door was answered, usually Fire Officers were at the forefront asking to check that 
the premises had working smoke alarms as a softer approach to gain entry.  To date 
no Officer had been refused entry. The Police provided language line when required 
and checked ID’s, occupancy numbers, employment status and talked about 
trafficking, slavery and other working conditions 
.  
Private housing would discuss any issues with the tenants in respect of property, rent, 
and when possible, obtain landlord information and compliance of current legislations. 
Checks would be made on the smoke alarms (and one fitted if required) and fire safety 
advice provided with an accompanying fire safety leaflet.  When a smoke alarm had 
not been fitted or the one on site was out of date or incorrectly sited, the Housing 
Officers wrote to the landlord giving them 48 hours to bring the detection up to 
legislation standard and whilst also raising any other issues highlighted. 
Outcomes so far include investigation to trafficking, child benefits fraud, children ‘lost’ 
by the education system.  One property being used for slavery had been closed down, 
as well as several prohibition notices being served on premises including brothels. 
Caravan sites had also been cold called using intelligence provided or by passing 
notice of groups of static/ mobile homes on farm yards and other industrial premises 
i.e. car washes.  
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Similar to the house visits the caravans were checked in respect of fire safety, living 
conditions and slavery issues.   Engagement with the farmer or manager was 
undertaken to highlight any issues and provide fire safety advice leaflets. Outcomes 
has included speaking to the owner of a large number of caravans where all smoke 
alarms had been replaced due to the ones fitted not working.  At another site, known 
by the Police to be used by rogue landlords, the Fire Service had built up a good 
relationship with the owner.  
Several car wash sites had also been visited, one which was local had three men living 
in a garage building and enforcement action had been taken and the three men 
rehomed.   
A pictorial leaflet designed giving basic fire safety advice on escape plans, smoke 
alarms, shutting doors and dialling 999 on the carried the four fire safety campaigns 
messages along with contact details for Fire and Rescue for fire safety concerns, 
Councils and private housing teams, crime stoppers, GLAA & modern slavery helpline. 
The leaflet had several uses targeting placing under field workers windscreen wipers, 
letting and employment agencies. 
 
Assistant Director Planning and Strategic Infrastructure: 
Referring the group to the existing report from 2016 the Assistant Director advised that 
nothing had changed from a planning stance since that report had been completed.   
The starting point in planning being that a residential property was a C3 use class for 
a single household up to 6 people.   C4 use class when introduced was for an HMO 
with permitted development rights.  
Some authorities had taken the Article 4 (restricted permitted development) route but 
by doing that, it meant resources were a real consideration and along with costs.   
Should the review take such a decision it would need to line up an Article 4 and the 
licensing side would need to ensure costs were covered.   However, the Assistant 
Director advised the Government had tightened up on Article 4 in respect of where 
they could be used with the evidence base for it needing to be very clear.  Appeals 
had been challenged resulting in some authorities walking away from them.  
He further stated that without ‘passing the buck’ he felt the review would be considering 
selective licensing rather than utilising planning power.  The Government had stopped 
mandating the national design standards and hadn’t gone so far as to legislate them 
and make every property comply with them.  
The Local Plan had recognised the role of accommodation and residents were again 
being encouraged to purchase rather than rent.  The group were advised that 
education was a key factor with many owners not understanding the legislative 
process and assuming they could do what they wanted with their own property.  
 
Operations Manager: 
Confirming he was acutely aware of the waste issues in certain areas of the town, the 
Operations Manager agreed that the HMO’s proved to be very challenging and that it 
was not always known if they were licenced or not.  
By law residents had to separate their waste and there was no bespoke service for 
individual residents / groups of housing.  When the twin recycling had been introduced 
the Council had served formal notice on everyone within the borough including 
landlords and HMO’s and agents, of the legal requirement to separate, and a Section. 
6 Notice had been issued confirming the policy to manage waste. 
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Incidents of contamination were a constant at HMO’s and whilst every effort was made 
to educate and liaise with the landlords and letting agents it was not always possible 
to track down the landlord.  LHP and other housing associations proved no problem. 
A structured licensing system would be extremely beneficial in both addressing and 
where necessary, prosecuting repeat offenders and in holding the landlords to 
account.    The only resource at the current time was that of a half a person per week, 
who could go out to ongoing problem sites.   Licensing would allow them to contact 
the landlord direct instead of up to potentially 30 plus individuals. dependant on the 
landlords’ portfolio.  The Licensing would make a big difference in respect of waste 
and the knock on effects including vermin and health related issues from standing and 
old waste material.   For information the group were advised that there had been 
approximately 7 incidents of vermin two years previously, with 77 incidents recorded 
within the last year. 
 
Principle Environmental Health Manager: 
Not wishing to speak against others service areas Nick did state he felt like 
Environmental Health were acting as another section of the cleansing team with the 
significant increases in vermin incidents due to non-collected waste.   Whilst he had 
powers to serve on residents, it was extremely difficult to do so when a large collection 
of bins served a large number of residents.  It was impossible to identify the actual 
residents let alone the landlord.  Equally difficult was identifying landlords of the non-
licensed HMO’s where turnover of tenants resulted in a significant build-up of waste 
with each tenant ignoring or not being aware of the rules.  Whilst education was a key 
factor, a more pragmatic approach needed to be taken in the high density areas of 
HMO’s, with larger bins being the best option with no recycling.     
Selective Licensing would make a significant difference.  It would not address 
everything but it would give greater access to landlords and intelligence.  
Incidents of noise nuisance had risen steeply but decreased recently.  Loud noise 
issues which could be evidenced were dealt with, however the overriding problem was 
the effect on neighbouring properties to HMO’s.  With a large number of occupants 
within the HMO, with their work/shift patterns meaning the occupants were entering 
and exiting the HMO at all hours of the day.  Plus the external noise of large groups in 
the gardens, the neighbours had noise impact from both inside and outside.  Many 
were scared to report issues and then those who did, raised complaints which in 
context to the demographic of the HMO was normal domestic living for a house of that 
many occupants.   
 
Community Safety Manager and Anti-Social Behaviour Officer: 
It is noted that both had contributed throughout the meeting, supporting many 
comments by most representatives, both agreed that partnership working was key in 
moving forward.  They also agreed the comments in respect of the HMO’s and issues 
of waste and noise. The Anti-Social Behaviour Officer advised his role had evolved to 
one triage, with intelligence fed through to him which he consequently fed onwards to 
the respective service areas.  He advised that tolerance levels had dropped completely 
since Covid with residents having little acceptance for any disturbance.  In terms of 
ASB the biggest issues were noise and rubbish with notices served on the culprits 
when possible.  Parties were an occasional problem but often just a one off.    
Supportive of selective licensing both recognised the benefit to their roles with 
permitting entry into premises for Officers and as the knock on allowing more direct 
access to the landlords. 
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POINTS OF CLARIFICATION MADE BY LEAD OFFICER: 
 

1. Costs in respect of setting up selective Licensing: 
West Lindsey District Council had indicated a cost of around £100k. 
 

2. Any costs should Boston proceed would be recouped from the Landlords. 
 

3. West Lindsey District Council and Stoke on Trent City Council had each noted 
that the fess passed onto the Landlords and been absorbed by the Landlords 
and not passed onto the tenants; 
 

 
RECOMMENDATION – agreed by all representatives; 
 

That if possible a central data base be produced for all the service areas in-house at 
the Council.  Such a data base would enable any officer with an issue at a premise 
within their respective service area, to access the premise within the data base and 
gain an instant overview of any other activity or issues at the site.  
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TASK AND FINISH GROUP REVIEW     APPENDIX C 
HOUSING STANDARDS. – Notes. 
 

Meeting: 1000 hours 28 July 2022 

 
REPRESENTATION BY: 
 
A representative of the Lithuanian Community 
Written submission by a representative of the Polish Community 
 
Representation by a representative of Boston Lithuanian Community: 
 
The group were advised that there were significant issues within the community of 
poor housing with ongoing damp and mould impacting on the heath of residents with 
issues of asthma in children and other issues in elder residents.  Residents 
complained to each other about the standard of their homes, with their clothes smelling 
of damp due to damp rooms and also that their bedding became damp too. Many 
residents did not knowing how to report the issues officially and many did not want to 
cause problems with the landlords by moaning as they were scared they would lose 
the homes.   
There were also serious concerns in respect of the standard of shared houses.  Some 
people were trying to live cleanly and quietly, alongside others who were disruptive 
and took drugs and drink and smoked in the house, making it feel very frightening for 
them. There are ongoing issues of loud music and some people don’t sleep – children 
don’t get their homework done and those lively cleanly dare not confront those who 
are on drugs or drunk.  Some landlords charge up to £1000 per month for a room in a 
poor state.    When the residents were asked why they didn’t move, they replied that 
they were on zero hours contracts and the decent landlords would not accept them as 
tenants due to them not having a stable income.  As such, this caused even more 
worry about losing the accommodation they had, even though it was poor. 
Furthermore, the residents note that there is no privacy with some families living in 
one room with a teenage boy and teenage girl and two parents but it is recognised 
that many are used to living in very overcrowded homes. 
 
The following is feedback of comments to the representative who spoke with members 
of the community: 
 

▪ There were issues of landlords turning off the heating and water as soon as the 
residents left the home to go to work and residents do not know who to turn to 
foe help when it happens.  

▪ Significant abuse of tenants by landlords in various ways: 
- Putting pressure on for more money and lots of pressure if the rent is a little 

late with threats to evict. 
- A feeling that nobody can help them and that if they try and report something 

they will be evicted or worse and end up on the streets.  Many are very 
scared of saying anything with landlords evicting immediately on occasion. 

- Issues of literacy in not speaking English.  Could information be provided in 
different languages with simple guidance on renting, on the tenants’ rights 
and on trustworthy contacts to ring who they know will help them. 
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▪ Issues of pets in homes – some landlords do not allow and those who do 
sometimes have their furniture and things damaged by the pets and the owners 
do not replace them when they leave, making it the responsibility of the new 
tenant as the landlord does not replace.   There should be something in the 
contracts requiring owners of pets to replace any damage they make 

▪ Concerns on decorating and replacing carpets etc.  No clarity of whose 
responsibility and if a tenant does try to improve a home they don’t get the 
money it back. 

▪ Concerns for the elderly who have worked in pack houses for years paying high 
rents and who have no savings.  They are unable to continue renting and having 
nowhere to go to live with long waits for getting on the council housing register 

▪ Concerns for children living in shared accommodation with no privacy or quiet 
area to undertake home-work, issues of sleep deprivation impacting on their 
attention at school and in certain communities the elder children remaining at 
home to look after the younger children whilst both parents went out to work.  

 
Suggestions: 
 
A ‘See How’ Guide’ to be made available in multi-languages offering simple 
straightforward advice on the procedures for renters.   To include contacts for repairs, 
issues in respect of rent and importantly contacts for help with health and safety.  To 
also clearly specify the procedure for the disposal of all waste with pictorial data if 
necessary.  The guide to be handed to all tenants when they collect their keys and 
landlords and agents to agree the guide. 
 
A secondary guide to explain the ‘Responsibilities of the Landlord’ to include 
straightforward data on electricity / gas / water / and all other areas within the 
responsibility of the landlord.  Contact details also to be provided on who to contact if 
the landlord in not contactable.   The guide to clearly define the landlords’ 
responsibilities.   
 
 
Below written submission of key concerns by a representative of the Polish 
Community: 
 

▪ Limited amount of properties available through the Housing 
Register(HR),  more properties available through HR could help 

 

▪ An overpriced rent in private sector due to the demand, more properties 
available thorough HR could help 

 

▪ An overpriced rent in comparison to earnings, the landlords can ask for money 
because of a demand 

 

▪ Multiple occupancy - people renting the rooms as they can't rent affordable 
homes.  Often a whole family living in one room.  

 

▪ Multiple occupancy - health and safety issues. I am not sure how the people 
living in multiple occupancy properties could follow lock downs rules.  Many did 
not and people knew this but nothing is done.  
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▪ People are really struggling, paying far more as there are not enough affordable 
homes. This leads to neglecting people's needs as they have to spend the 
majority of income on rent.  They ignore illnesses and as they live in poor 
conditions often use alcohol and drugs and don’t eat. 

 
▪ Many properties in private sector are often in very bad conditions and some not 

fit to be lived in. The landlords leave them.  It is hard for many to understand 
the process of reporting and a lack of English is a big problem.  More 
information in different languages should be provided to help the communities 
and they should know they can report the problems. 

 
▪ Many residents live in property owned by the landlord who employs them and 

are scared to speak up and afraid they will be lose the job and home.  This is a 
big problem and they are very vulnerable and live in dangerous houses with 
nowhere to turn.  Some houses have no heating and no carpets and often one 
toilet and shower with many people using them.  The facilities are less than 
basic and lead to increased health issues and a complete lack of privacy within 
shared housing. 

 
▪ The Council should be able to visit all houses where they think there are 

problems and then have the power to insist the landlords make the houses to 
a standard that the tenants can live in.   The lack of this supports the rogue 
landlords as they are untouchable and the tenants are very scared of them.   
Much more needs to be done to make the rogue landlords take responsibility.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
It is noted that certain information relayed during this session which was not specific 
to housing standards but of concern to the group, would be referred to a further review 
to be convened by the Council in respect of Migrant Communities.  
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TASK AND FINISH GROUP REVIEW     APPENDIX D 
HOUSING STANDARDS. – Notes. 
 

Meeting: 1000 hours 16 August 2022 

 
REPRESENTATION BY: 
 
Letting Agents within Boston. 
 
Concern at the costs of selective licensing onto the landlords especially the genuine 
ones who did abide by the rules.  Concern they would pass onto the tenants making 
extremely high rents even higher.  Further concern that the rogue landlords were 
unaccountable at the present time for their behavior with difficulties in ascertaining 
who actually owned a property.   
Issues of sub-letting, damage to properties and also no back reference for a tenant 
who has historically not paid their previous rent or caused damage or ASB.  A number 
of landlords with small portfolio’s (good landlords) were selling up due to the ‘rights’ of 
bad tenants.  Poor landlords were buying up the smaller portfolio’s leading to 
increased bad housing by de fault of how they used the homes. 
Agreement that selective licensing within a certain area of the town where problems 
of poor housing standards were evident, including ongoing issues of overcrowding / 
ASB activity / continual rubbish build up and obvious negative impacts on neighbours 
and long term residents, would be a good way to trial the process without effecting all 
the good landlords across the town. 
Should the trial prove successful then similar small areas could be targeted to address 
the key areas but a blanket wide trial across the whole borough would not be 
acceptable and could result in the loss of more good landlords. 
There were issues in the rural areas of the borough but not on a significant scale to 
warrant a specific area to be covered at the current time.   
 
Key concerns: 

▪ An increase in waste issues since the introduction of the purple bin, and there 
are often bins not collected for a very small indiscretion also storage of bins and 
a lack of bins for house where there were clearly a number of residents.  
Increased education is required from the council rather than trying to blame the 
agent/Landlord. If a tenant’s bin is causing a problem, the Council should be 
looking to educate that tenant and if that is unsuccessful then fining the 
occupier/tenant rather than the Landlord/agent.    
Letting agents are happy to continue to remind tenants about their 
responsibilities and try to ensure they don’t cause a problem however as the 
occupier of the property and the person responsible for paying council tax, 
surely they should ultimately bear the fine if they don’t manage their waste 
correctly. 

▪ Most good agents were responsible when it came to communicating 
repairs/poor quality in properties.  If/when they had an issue raised directly from 
the Council they did try to work with them and the tenant and Landlord to get it 
resolved quickly.   
A suggestion would be an additional link between tenant/landlord and Council 
especially where the property is not managed through an agent.  
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▪ Many tenants did not approach the Council for certain issues as there was a 
belief of repercussions, so some type of intermediary between the Council and 
private Landlord would help to elevate conditions without the need to resort to 
full on enforcement.    
It may also be useful to have a department where private Landlords and tenants 
can discuss things without the feeling of a threat of enforcement etc. 

▪ Section 21 problems.  Whilst not specifically a “housing standards” problem, it 
could be linked.  Some agents had been told that the Council had advised 
tenants that by leaving on the date stated on a Section 21 notice they are 
making themselves intentionally homeless resulting in the tenant being 
confused.  More should be done in these cases to assist a tenant moving out 
within the notice date. 
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REPORT TO: Environment and Performance Committee 

DATE: 22 November 

SUBJECT: 

 

PURPOSE:  

Draft Litter and Fly-Tipping Strategy 

 

To Advise the Committee about and request feedback on a draft 

Partnership Litter and Fly-Tipping Strategy  

KEY DECISION: No 

PORTFOLIO HOLDER: Cllr Deborah Evans  

REPORT OF: 

REPORT AUTHOR: 

Christian Allen, Assistant Director Regulatory 

Donna Hall, Head of Public Protection 

WARD(S) AFFECTED: ALL 

EXEMPT REPORT No 

 

SUMMARY 

This report introduces a proposed Draft Litter and Fly-Tipping Strategy which it is intended will 

be adopted by each sovereign Council in the South and East Lincolnshire Councils Partnership. 

The strategy sets out the ambition of the Partnership to tackle and reduce litter and fly-tipping. 

It supports the commitment in the Partnership Annual Delivery Plan to implement a shared 

Enforcement contract for environmental crime, by promoting public engagement and providing 

transparency about enforcement.  

The Committee are asked to consider the draft Strategy and support the recommendations.  

 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

That the Committee consider the draft strategy and provide feedback. 

That the Committee make any recommendations to Cabinet that they feel appropriate. 

 

REASONS FOR RECOMMENDATIONS 

To provide Committee Members with the opportunity to comment on the proposed strategy 

prior to further consultation, and consideration by Cabinet 
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OTHER OPTIONS CONSIDERED 

Do nothing 

 

1. BACKGROUND 

 

1.1 Members will be familiar with the commitment made in the Partnership Annual Delivery 

Plan to procure a joint environmental crime enforcement contract. This work is almost 

complete and the new contract will be mobilised early in the new year.  

 

1.2 Members may also be aware from their own experiences and from national reporting, that 

there has been an increase in incidents of environmental crime such as fly-tipping on a local 

and national level. 

 

1.3 This draft strategy has been developed in response to escalating issues with environmental 

crime, and to support the implementation of the new enforcement contract. 

 

2. REPORT 

 

2.1 The Partnership Strategy demonstrates the commitment and ambition of each Council to 

tackling Littering and Fly-tipping. It promotes responsibility among residents, businesses, 

and visitors, whilst also recognising that infrastructure, education and enforcement are 

critical tools to support this.  

 

2.2 The overarching objective of the Partnership, as stated within the Strategy, is to reduce fly-

tipping and littering. We will achieve this by: 

• Educating and engaging with the public and businesses to ensure it is seen as 

socially unacceptable  

• Enabling people to dispose of their waste responsibly  

• Ensuring enforcement is used effectively and appropriately 

 

In order to do this, we will: 

• Collect data and intelligence to understand problem areas 

• Work in partnership with others including other agencies and community groups  

• Use effective communications to ensure the public and businesses understand the 

legal requirements 

• Continue to improve our waste collection and infrastructure  

 

2.3 The Strategy promotes the use of enforcement and explains where this action may be 

appropriate, how evidence may be collated, and the sanctions available.  

 

2.4 The Strategy also emphasises the need for education and engagement with residents, 

visitors and businesses. This is important to help prevent crime from occurring and ensure 

that everyone is aware of their responsibilities and potential consequences of their actions. 
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2.5 A communications strategy has been developed across the Partnership to support 

implementation of this strategy and the enforcement contract, which includes press 

releases, local bulletins, social media, posters and leaflets and signage in hot spot areas.  

 

3. CONCLUSION 

 

3.1 Members of the Committee are requested to consider and provide feedback on the draft 

Strategy, prior to wider consultation being undertaken with external partners.  

3.2 The Strategy will then be considered by Cabinet in the new year with a recommendation 

that it is approved and adopted. 

 

EXPECTED BENEFITS TO THE PARTNERSHIP 

This is a Partnership wide strategy which aligns the principals and commitment to tackling littering 
and fly-tipping across the three Councils. It builds on some of the positive work already seen in 
Boston to tackle environmental crime in recent years. 
 
The Strategy will support a Partnership wide environmental crime enforcement contract which 
promotes consistency and transparency in enforcement activities, whilst recognising the 
sovereignty of each Council in setting local policy and fines.   
 
The shared communications strategy is an efficient way of promoting education across the sub-
region and will be tailored to suit the needs of each area as required. 
 
 
 
IMPLICATIONS 

SOUTH AND EAST LINCOLNSHIRE COUNCILS PARTNERSHIP 

None 

 

CORPORATE PRIORITIES 

The proposed Strategy supports all 4 of the Boston Borough Council corporate priorities:  

1. People focused 
2. Future prosperity, regeneration and inclusive growth 
3. Environmental awareness and accountability 
4. Delivering high quality services and maximising the use of technology to 
support residents 

STAFFING 

There are no additional staffing burdens arising from the report. 

 

CONSTITUTIONAL AND LEGAL IMPLICATIONS 

There are no constitutional implications, and legal services have been consulted. 
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DATA PROTECTION 

The Strategy does not introduce any data protection implications. 

 

FINANCIAL 

The strategy does not introduce any financial risk. And it is anticipated that it will be delivered 
within existing resources. 
 
 

RISK MANAGEMENT 

There is a risk that a failure to undertake pro-active work to tackle litter and fly-tipping may lead to 

the Council failing to fulfil its statutory obligations. The strategy supports the continuing use of 

enforcement to tackle such issues.   

 

STAKEHOLDER / CONSULTATION / TIMESCALES 

Internal consultation has been undertaken with relevant Officers and service managers. Portfolio 

Holders have also been consulted and provided feedback. The next stage will be to consult directly 

with key partners such as the police, Environment Agency, Lincolnshire Waste Partnership, 

Community Groups etc. 

 

REPUTATION 

There is a reputational risk to each Council and the Partnership if work is not undertaken pro-

actively to tackle environmental crime. The Strategy supports this approach. 

 

CONTRACTS 

There are no contractual considerations arising directly from the Strategy.  

 

CRIME AND DISORDER 

The strategy supports the use of enforcement, education and engagement to tackle criminality 

such as fly-tipping and littering. 

 

EQUALITY AND DIVERSITY/ HUMAN RIGHTS/ SAFEGUARDING 

Consideration will be given to ensuring that communications issued in support of the strategy take 

into account the diversity of the population, and where appropriate are adapted to meet the needs 

of the community. 
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There are no human rights and safeguarding implications arising from this report however these 

are covered more specifically within each Council’s Enforcement Policy.   

 

HEALTH AND WELL BEING 

It is recognised that environmental crime can have a negative impact on health and well-being. 

This strategy aims to support work being undertaken to tackle this.  

 

CLIMATE CHANGE AND ENVIRONMENTAL IMPLICATIONS 

The Strategy directly promotes a clean, safe and healthy environment by tackling littering and fly-

tipping. 

Sustainability will be considered in any communications or education campaigns.  

 

LINKS TO 12 MISSIONS IN THE LEVELLING UP WHITE PAPER  

 

MISSIONS 
This paper contributes to the follow Missions outlined in the Government’s Levelling Up White 

paper. 

Living Standards The Strategy promotes the ambition of improving living standards and 
closing the gap between areas. 

Education The Strategy supports the education of young people in schools to tackle 
environmental crime 

Health The strategy supports improvements in health and well-being by tackling 
environmental issues that can have a negative impact 

Wellbeing The strategy supports improvements in health and well-being by tackling 
environmental issues that can have a negative impact 

Pride in Place The Strategy strongly supports this mission by aiming to reduce litter and 
fly-tipping, promoting people’s satisfaction with their community and 
closing the gap between other areas.  

Crime The strategy supports a drive to reduce neighbourhood crime such as fly-
tipping and littering 

 

ACRONYMS 

None 

APPENDICES 

Appendices are listed below and attached to the back of the report: - 

APPENDIX A Draft Litter and Fly-Tipping Strategy 

 

 

BACKGROUND PAPERS 
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No background papers as defined in Section 100D of the Local Government Act 1972 were used 

in the production of this report. 

 

 

CHRONOLOGICAL HISTORY OF THIS REPORT 

A report on this item has not been previously considered by a Council body. 

 

REPORT APPROVAL  

Report author:  Donna Hall 

Donna.hall@sholland.gov.uk 

Signed off by: Christian Allen 

Christian.allen@boston.gov.uk 

John Leach 

John.leach@boston.gov.uk  

Approved for publication: Cllr Deborah Evans 
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FINANCE PROFORMA 

PROFORMA FOR APPROVAL OF THE RELEASE OF RESOURCES 

(CAPITAL AND REVENUE BUDGETS) 

 

FROM:   

THIS PROFORMA PROVIDES THE FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS 
 IN RESPECT OF THE ATTACHED 

     
REPORT:   
REPORT DATE:  
 

OPTION 1 £ Year 1 £ Year 2 £ Year 3 £ Year 4 £ Year 5 
 2020/21 2021/22 2022/23 2023/24 2024/25 
Revenue      
      
      
      

Total Revenue Cost      

 
Funding required:   Considered by: Date: 
Total capital cost 
 

£  Enter committee here  

Revenue cost 
 

£  Enter Council or 
Cabinet/Executive here 

 

 
Financial Services Comments 
 
 
 
Risk 
 
 
 
Procurement 
 
 
Value for Money Efficiency 

 

 

 

 

 

This FP is valid for 3 months from 

FP date 

If this FP is no longer required please 

advise Finance 

If there are changes to the original report it 

may invalidate this document, it must be 

reviewed by Finance. 
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Litter and Fly-Tipping Strategy (Draft) 

 

Contents 

Foreword 

1.0 Introduction 

2.0 Objectives 

3.0 Littering 

4.0 Fly-Tipping 

5.0 Enforcement 

6.0 Engagement 

7.0 Strategy Delivery  

Foreword 

This strategy sets out the ambition of the South and East Lincolnshire Councils Partnership to tackle 

littering and fly-tipping.  

Our ground-breaking Partnership which was formed in 2021 by Boston Borough Council, East Lindsey 

District Council and South Holland District Council, is committed to reducing the incidents of 

environmental crime which blight our landscape and have a negative impact on our local environment.  

We recognise that a clean, litter-free environment has an important role to play in our overall 

wellbeing, local economy and tourism, as well as our natural environment and wildlife.  

We will work in partnership with businesses, communities, and organisations across the sub-region to 

build on existing achievements and drive forward improvements that will enable us to tackle these 

illegal activities.  

*To be signed by Leader of each Council 
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1.0 Introduction 

The three Councils within the Partnership are committed to delivering a strategy that will enable 

communities to take pride in and show respect for their local area. The Councils will promote 

responsibility among residents, businesses and visitors, whilst also recognising that infrastructure, 

education and enforcement are critical tools to support this.  

The strategy aims to build on previous achievements of the three Councils and their partners, 

including successful education campaigns, enforcement activity and high-profile prosecutions, 

targeted cleaning in hot spot areas, and working with partners. 

 

2.0 Objectives 

The South and East Lincolnshire Councils Partnership made a commitment in their annual 

Partnership Delivery Plan to develop a joined-up approach to environmental crime enforcement, 

including the procurement of an enforcement service.  This strategy focusses on the prevalent issues 

of littering and fly-tipping and recognises that enforcement is just one of many interventions that 

can be used to tackle the problem.  

The overarching objective of the Partnership is to reduce fly-tipping and littering. We will achieve 

this by: 

• Educating and engaging with the public and businesses to ensure it is seen as socially 

unacceptable  

• Enabling people to dispose of their waste responsibly  

• Ensuring enforcement is used effectively and appropriately 

In order to do this, we will: 

• Collect data and intelligence to understand problem areas 

• Work in partnership with others including other agencies and community groups  

• Use effective communications to ensure the public and businesses understand the legal 

requirements 

• Continue to improve our waste collection and infrastructure  

3.0 Littering 

All litter is unsightly and makes our local areas look untidy and uncared for. Litter can be as small as 

a sweet wrapper, or as large as a bag of rubbish. It can be one item or lots of items scattered about. 

The legislation also clarifies that discarded gum products, cigarette ends and matches are types of 

litter.  

Litter does not clean itself away. It can take years to degrade, causing harm to wildlife and habitats. 

Dropping food waste is also unacceptable as it can attract vermin. 

Research shows litter contributes to further crime and that people feel less safe in areas that are 

littered. 

The Environmental Protection Act 1990 makes certain bodies legally responsible for keeping land 

which is under their control, and to which the public has access, clear of litter and refuse and their 

highways must be kept clean, as far as is practicable. Such bodies include crown authorities, principal 
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litter authorities (local councils), governing bodies of educational institutions and statutory 

undertakers such as transport companies and operators. 

If litter is dropped on privately-owned land, it is either the owner or occupier who is held responsible 

for clearing this litter away. 

 

4.0 Fly-Tipping 

Fly-tipping is defined as the ‘illegal deposit of any waste onto land that does not have a licence to 

accept it’. 

Tipping a mattress, electrical items or a bin bag full of rubbish in the street causes a local nuisance 

and can make an area look ugly and run down. At the larger end of the scale fly-tipping can involve 

several truckloads of waste, such as building and construction waste, being tipped on land. 

Uncontrolled illegal waste disposal can be hazardous to the public, especially if it contains toxic 

material or asbestos. There could be a risk of damage to watercourses and soil quality from the 

dumped waste. 

Clearing up fly-tips can be a significant burden in terms of resources and a costly exercise for 

Councils to undertake. 

Fly-tipping is a serious criminal offence for which you can be prosecuted.  

 

5.0 Enforcement 

5.1 Approach to Enforcement 

Environmental crimes are illegal acts which harm the environment and are liable for prosecution. 

They can also have serious impacts on our health and wellbeing. There are no acceptable excuses for 

committing enviro-crimes and no community should have to put up with such behaviour. 

Officers have a range of powers to tackle offenders. We can issue Fixed Penalty Notices (FPNs) 

however the courts can impose more serious sanctions such as imprisonment, fines up to £50,000, 

orders to pay costs and orders to deprive rights to a vehicle used to commit the offence.  

Enforcement action may arise as a result of an Officer witnessing an offence taking place, evidence 

found at the scene, or from evidence captured from specialist CCTV cameras which have been 

deployed for this purpose. The cameras are often overt which means that you will be able to see 

that they are there, hopefully deterring offenders. Signage will also be used to warn people. 

Each Council will have regard to their published Enforcement Policy when making decisions about 

enforcement action.  

5.2 Littering 

The offence of leaving litter, under the Environmental Protection Act, generally applies where a 

person throws down, drops or otherwise deposits any litter in any place in the open air in an area to 

which the public has access with or without payment, and leaves it. 

In order to tackle littering, we will:  
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• Promote campaigns to encourage behaviour change 

 • Carry out high profile patrols and utilise technology such as cameras to support enforcement 

 • Take enforcement action through issuing Fixed Penalty Notices or pursuing cases through the 

courts as necessary 

 • Publicise successful prosecutions through the courts, potentially releasing details of the offender 

and the sentence through the local media to deter others from offending 

Roadside litter is an increasing problem. Not only does it look unsightly, it is harmful to wildlife and 

the environment and dangerous and expensive to clean up. The registered keeper of a vehicle is 

responsible for any littering offences which take place from their vehicle. The Council will pursue 

enforcement action against those who throw litter from their vehicles. As part of the enforcement 

process Officers will gather information from external agencies including the DVLA. 

 

5.3 Fly-Tipping of Waste on Public and Private Land 

Fly-tipping is the illegal dumping of waste that can have a detrimental impact on the appearance of 

the area.  Each Council takes the offence of fly-tipping very seriously and will pursue enforcement 

action against those responsible.  

In order to tackle fly-tipping, we will: 

• Encourage people to take responsibility for their own actions and behaviour 

• Deploy CCTV and signage in key areas 

• Remove fly-tipping as soon as possible after investigation to deter others adding to it 

• Take enforcement action through issuing fixed penalty notices 

• Pursue cases through the courts where necessary and publish outcomes as a deterrent 

Each Council is responsible for clearing fly-tipping on public land within their boundary where it is 

safe and practical to do so, but is not responsible for clearing fly-tipping from private land. Private 

landowners are responsible for the safe and legal disposal of fly-tipped waste on their land and to 

meet any costs associated. Where cases are reported to the Council, officers may be able to 

investigate and use all relevant powers to ensure that those dumping waste on private land are 

prosecuted and any clear up costs recovered from the offender.  

The Environment Agency is responsible for investigating larger scale incidents, where it’s linked to 

criminal business activities, or for significant hazardous waste where there is potential to harm the 

local environment.  

Whilst all incidents of fly-tipping are recorded, it can unfortunately be very difficult in many cases to 

pursue enforcement action due to the lack of evidence or robust witness statements to identify 

those responsible. To maintain standards of street cleanliness, officers are empowered to quickly 

remove fly-tipped items where it is clear there is no evidence to support an investigation. Where 

there is potential evidence, officers will collate this for further investigation. 
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Officers have power to issue a fixed penalty notice for fly-tipping offences as an alternative to 

prosecution. This is sometimes a more efficient and appropriate sanction to deal with incidents of 

‘low level’ fly-tipping 

For larger fly-tipping incidents, prosecution may be the preferred option. The fly-tipping of waste is a 

serious criminal offence with the potential for an unlimited fine or up to five years imprisonment. It 

is also an offence for owner or occupiers to allow or permit fly-tipping on land or premises that they 

own or rent. Illegally dumping items from vehicles is also classed as fly-tipping. The person 

controlling the use of the vehicle can be prosecuted. It is possible for a prosecution to occur when 

only the vehicle, not the driver, is identifiable. The police also have the power to seize vehicles used 

for fly-tipping 

Recycling facilities are available within the community, for example in some car parks, supermarket 

sites, community centres and schools. It is important that these facilities are used correctly. Action 

may be taken against people who leave items on the ground, on top of or next to bins or leave litter 

anywhere other than in the designated bins or skips, irrespective as to whether the skip is full or not 

at the time.  

CCTV and signage may be used at these sites to inform the public, gather evidence and act as a 

deterrent. 

 

5.4 Household waste 

Residents are responsible for their own waste and recycling until it is collected and are asked to 

present their waste in line with published Council service standards. Household waste must NOT be 

presented early as this can be unsightly, may cause unnecessary obstructions and can encourage 

pests.  

Householders have a duty of care to ensure that only a registered waste carrier removes household, 

garden or construction waste from their household/ property. Officers investigating incidents of fly-

tipping that can be traced back to an individual property may ask residents to provide evidence in 

the form of a waste transfer note to confirm that the waste was handed over to a registered waste 

carrier.  

The Councils also provide a comprehensive waste collection service for household refuse, recycling 

and garden waste and offer a chargeable collection service for household bulky waste items and 

white goods. Before booking bulky deliveries, residents are asked to consider whether the items 

they are disposing would be suitable for re-use by a local charity.  

 

5.5 Commercial Waste 

Businesses have a legal duty of care to make sure their waste is disposed of safely, appropriately, 

and legally. This includes businesses operating from home and applies to any waste produced from 

their business.  

Businesses must be sure that their waste is transferred to a company licensed by the Environment 

Agency to collect, transport, recycle or dispose of it safely. This transfer of waste must be officially 

recorded on a Waste Transfer Note (WTN). Businesses will receive a WTN from their authorised 

waste company and this record must be kept and stored by the business for two years. 
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It is an offence to place business waste in a household or street litter bin or at a household waste 

recycling site. 

 

5.6 Public Space Protection Order 

The Anti-Social Behaviour, Crime and Policing Act 2014 provides a legal framework for tackling 

nuisance behaviour by introducing a Public Space Protection Order (PSPO). Each of the three 

Councils use PSPOs as a legitimate means to tackle anti-social behaviour locally, and in partnership 

with the police. Breaking an Order is a criminal offence which can result in a fixed penalty notice or 

prosecution. PSPOs can also be used as a means of tackling littering, spitting, urinating, defecating 

and other anti-social behaviour. 

 

6.0 Engagement 

Awareness raising and education are fundamental to the operation of any enforcement work. It is 

important that the community are listened to and provided with clear information regarding their 

responsibilities, to enable them to comply with the law.  

We aim to achieve this element of enforcement by providing consistent advice and guidance about 

relevant duties and responsibilities, via face-to-face operations, leaflets, Council website, press 

releases, social media, specific campaigning and joint work alongside our partners and stakeholders.  

We will also support broader educational initiatives delivered through our partners to ensure young 

people are supported to act as champions to promote a clean and safe environment. 

Targeted campaigns will be used as part of problem solving for problematic hot spot areas as well as 

focussing on specific aspects of enviro-crime prevention or supporting other Council and partnership 

wide initiatives. We recognise the need to work in partnership and commit to liaising with key 

partners including community groups, to ensure the public are effectively engaged. 

As well as working hard to educate the public and businesses, we will sometimes use our 

communication channels to highlight where criminal action has been taken against offenders. The 

aim of this is to reinforce messages about enviro-crime, deter others from doing the same, and to 

reassure residents that we take our responsibilities in this regard very seriously. 

 

7.0 Strategy Delivery  

7.1 Reporting 

We recognise that in order to tackle enviro-crime we need support from the public and businesses 

to help us identify hot spot areas, offenders and wider environmental issues. We will continue to 

encourage the public to report illegal activity through our Council communication channels and will 

act upon information swiftly. 

7.2 Complaints 

We take our environmental crime enforcement responsibilities very seriously and aim to deliver a 

high-quality service that helps to prevent and tackle environmental crime. Each Council has an 
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established process for investigating and responding to complaints which is published on their 

respective website, should it be considered that we have fallen short of this.  

If we are investigating or taking enforcement action, we will advise on any opportunity for 

representations to be made, or a statutory appeal process if applicable. We will always do so in 

writing and will ensure that these are properly considered in line with any statutory or policy 

requirements.  

 

7.3 Review 

In developing this strategy we have consulted with a wide range of partners who have an important 

part to play in tackling enviro-crime. We commit to continuing to engage with them to ensure that 

the strategy remains meaningful. 

We will monitor the success of this strategy through monitoring performance. This may include 

assessing the numbers of reported incidents, time taken to remove fly tips, numbers of Fixed Penalty 

Notices issued and number that have been paid or are outstanding.  We will also use qualitative 

measures including customer feedback, to assess how we are performing and shape future delivery.  

We undertake to review this strategy periodically to ensure it remains up to date and fit for purpose.  

Current information about environmental crime enforcement is published on each partner Council 

website. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Draft November 2022 
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Quarter 1 2022/23 Performance Report 
 

For 2022/23 all three councils which form the South and East Lincolnshire Councils 

Partnership have their performance data presented in one report to the Senior 

Leadership Team (SLT). 

The tables below show Boston’s performance for Quarter 1 (as at June 2022), with 

each section broken down by assistant directorate. 

Boston Borough Council has 60 Key Performance Indicators (KPIs), of which 23 are 

trend only. 

Where explanatory commentary has been received for under-performance or 

missing KPI data, this is included below the relevant KPI. 

The overview chart provides a breakdown of all Boston KPIs in Q1, showing the total 

number that are on or better than target (green), within tolerance (amber), worse 

than target (red), trend only (light blue) and those that have not reported data this 

quarter (dark blue). 

 

Boston: Wellbeing and Community Leadership 
KPIs 2022/23 Target Performance Status 

Percentage of cases opened at homelessness prevention stage (i.e., before they have become homeless) 70% 67% K 

Commentary: Performance has fallen slightly below target but remains within tolerance. The Service Manager will review why performance has decreased slightly. 

Percentage of homelessness cases that were opened at homelessness prevention stage that resulted in the customer not 
becoming homeless 

70% 73% J 

Number of verified rough sleepers  Trend 21 Trend 

Commentary: Significant number of people found in derelict buildings in Boston many of whom are not eligible for assistance. The team continue to provide advice and 
support to all rough sleepers including those who are ineligible for assistance. 

Number of families with children placed into B&B for more than 6 weeks 0 0 J 

Number of properties improved through Council intervention Trend 13 Trend 
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2
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Boston Q1 KPI Overview

Green Amber Red Trend Only Missing Data
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Boston: Regulatory 

KPIs 2022/23 Target Performance Status 

Land Charges - Average number of days taken to process Local Authority searches (working days) 10 5.22 J 

Food Safety – percentage of rateable food businesses with a rating of 3 (generally satisfactory) or above as a Percentage of the 
total number of rateable food businesses. 

98% 98.92% J 

Food Standards Agency Local Authority Food Safety Inspections Recovery Plan milestones achieved 100% 100% J 

 

Boston: Leisure and Culture 

KPIs 2022/23 Target Performance Status 

Visitor numbers / number of tickets sold, by venue Trend Geoff Moulder 54,765            Trend 

Number of swims Trend Geoff Moulder 27,173            Trend 

Number of swimming lessons Trend Geoff Moulder 8,125            Trend 

Number of gym members Trend Geoff Moulder 1,379            Trend 

Customer satisfaction, by venue / service area Trend Data not available Trend 

Market stall occupancy rate  Trend 61.40% Trend 

Commentary: Saturday Market Place occupancy averaged 62.64% in Quarter 1. Wednesday Market and The Green averaged 70.18% and 51.38% respectively. 

 

Boston: Neighbourhoods 

KPIs 2022/23 Target Performance Status 

Percentage of household waste collected for recycling and composting - annual measure 45% Data not available 

Commentary: Data not currently available. 

Percentage of recycling collected that is contaminated and unable to be recycled 20% Data not available 

Commentary: Data not currently available. Boston data from county does not match sampling done by waste team locally. This is being investigated. 

Number of requests for waste re-collection per 100,000 collections Trend Data not available 

Commentary: Data not currently available. 

Percentage of fly-tips collected within 3 working days of being reported 95%  96.59%   

 

Boston: Corporate 

KPIs 2022/23 Target Performance Status 

Percentage of Partnership workforces (surveyed collectively) who said ‘Yes’ when asked if they felt valued at work? Trend 69% Trend 

Percentage of the Partnership workforces (surveyed collectively) who said ‘yes’ they feel there are opportunities in the 
Partnership to learn and develop their skills and expertise 

Trend 77% Trend 

Percentage of the Partnership workforces (surveyed collectively) who said ‘yes’ they feel the Partnership recognises and 
supports positive mental health in the workplace 

Trend 75% Trend 
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Boston: Corporate 

KPIs 2022/23 Target Performance Status 

Percentage of the Partnership workforces (surveyed collectively) who feel informed about the Partnership and what decisions 
it is making 

Trend 44% Trend 

Staff Turnover Trend 2% Trend 

Number of working days lost to sickness per FTE Trend 2.18 days Trend 

 

Boston: Governance 

KPIs 2022/23 Target Performance Status 

Percentage of corporate complaints responded to within corporately set timescales 95% 75% L 

Commentary: Boston has a low conversion of first contact to stage 1 & 2 (69 1st contact resulting in 4 progressing, of which 1 falls into mandatory monthly responses 
affecting performance stats.)  

Percentage of subject requests responded to within statutory timescales 100% 100% J 

Percentage of information requests responded to within statutory timescales 100% 92% L 

Commentary: Delays in operation department responses driven by workload. SLT have now required visibility to address for Q2. 

Number of instances where service areas have failed to notify the DPO promptly of any identified data breaches Trend 2 Trend 

Number of late reports not made available to the DEMS teams at agenda publication Trend 4 Trend 

Percentage registering to vote by telephone/online v paper Trend 69% Trend 

 

Boston: Economic Growth and Strategic Growth and Development 

KPIs 2022/23 Target Performance Status 

Inward Investment: number of events attended/hosted Trend 3 Trend 

Inward Investment: enquiries/leads responded to Trend 5 Trend 

Inward Investment: jobs created/new businesses Trend 0 Trend 

Inward Investment: external funding achieved  Trend 0 Trend 

 

Boston: Planning and Strategic Infrastructure 

KPIs 2022/23 Target Performance Status 

Percentage of major planning applications determined within 13/16 weeks (or agreed extended period) 65% 100.00% J 

Percentage of minor planning applications determined within 8 weeks (or agreed extended period) 75% 85.70% J 

Percentage of other planning applications determined within 8 weeks (or agreed extended period) 75% 96.30% J 

Percentage of all planning decisions that were subject to extensions of time in period 30% 53.10% L 
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Boston: Planning and Strategic Infrastructure 

KPIs 2022/23 Target Performance Status 

Commentary: The number of applications subject to Extensions of Time agreements is higher than that which we aim for. However, this is reflective of several older 

applications reaching a point where a decision can be issued (i.e., amendments received and agreed, Legal Agreements finalised). It is expected that we will see this 

return closer to 30% over upcoming Quarters. Recent recruitment to fill vacant posts and complete our staffing structure puts the Boston planning team in a strong 

position going forwards in terms of resource. 

Percentage of decisions (major / minor / others) taken under delegation within period Trend 98.9 Trend 

Percentage of major planning appeals allowed within last 2 years (rolling period) against number of applications determined 10% 0.00% J 

Percentage of minor & other planning appeals allowed within the last 2 years (rolling period) against number of applications 
determined 

10% 0.70% J 

Percentage of minor & other planning applications validated within 5 working days against total received 90% 98.80% J 

Percentage of major planning applications validated within 10 working days against total received 90% 100.00% J 

 

Boston: General Fund Assets 

KPIs 2022/23 Target Performance Status 

Occupancy Rate at end of Quarter: Industrial Units 90% 100.00% J 

Occupancy Rate at end of Quarter: Other investment property 95% 100.00% J 

Percentage of car parking income received against agreed budget 100% 84.03% L 

Commentary: This figure does not take into account any delay associated with parking income paid by card which are delayed against this ledger figure. 

Percentage of commercial rent received against agreed budget 100% 104.71% J 

Percentage of commercial rent collected against that due 93% 103.52% J 

Repairs & Maintenance: Percentage committed spend against budget Trend -6% Trend 

 

Boston: PSPS 

KPIs 2022/23 Target Performance Status 

Business rate collection rate (Cumulative) 33% 33.73% J 

Council tax collection rate (Cumulative) 26% 26.30% J 

Time to process new Council Tax Support and Housing Benefit claims 22 days 35.31 days L 

Commentary: Speed of processing both new claims and changes have been outside of target and tolerance levels in Quarter 1.  

The benefits team continues to face challenges with extremely high volumes of work incoming, and there will need to be some focus. The services continue to prioritise 
activity, and workload and performance is under close management scrutiny. 

Following the end of the Test and Trace Support scheme in May, a number of staff are being reintegrated and retrained in core benefits processing work.  In addition, we 
have retained third party resilience resources to support the increased workloads, and planned overtime is ongoing. Targeting of work includes focus on drawing in the 
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Boston: PSPS 

KPIs 2022/23 Target Performance Status 
oldest work, which will help to reduce the risk of administration delay and LA Error but as old work is cleared it will continue to adversely affect speed of processing. A 
new recruitment initiative is being developed to attract people into the service, and new recruits are undergoing training. 

The additional non-core work across the service continues to impact on capacity and performance, and this will continue for several months, however during this time we 
will prioritise resources and activities appropriately. 

Time to process Council Tax Support and Housing Benefit change events 9 days 11.6 days L 

Commentary: As above 

Percentage of Revenues & Benefits Calls Answered 90% 92.55% J 

Percentage of Customer Contact Calls Answered 90% 86.62% K 

Customer Satisfaction 90% 94.82% J 

Quality of Service 90% 97.20%  J 

Average speed of answer – Customer Contact (Seconds) 120s 170.33s L 

Commentary: Generally, customer Contact performance is improving when compared to the acute performance challenges experienced in 2021/22, but there are still 
challenges to contend with. Overall challenges with the quarterly data relate primarily with lower performance scores in April, which can in many ways be attributed to 
the traditional year-end related spikes in demand. It is pleasing to note strong performance across all customer contact indicators in June, with no indicators falling below 
tolerance levels, and this suggests an upward trend. Against an average speed of answer target of 120s, June data shows answer rates at 58s. 

The Customer Contact team are continuing to deal with additional demands in addition to the usual anticipated calls. In June they received an additional 4,331 calls 
relating to the £150 energy rebate, which are being diverted to dedicated staff. 

The performance in Q1 this year has seen an additional 6 green KPI indicators compared with Q1 2021/22. 

Average speed of answer – Revenue and Benefits (Seconds) 240s 113s J 

Percentage tax base vs Direct Debit Sign up 60% 70.41% J 
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Quarter 2 2022/23 Performance Report 
 

For 2022/23 all three councils which form the South and East Lincolnshire Councils Partnership 

have their performance data presented in one report to the Senior Leadership Team (SLT). 

The tables below show Boston’s performance for Quarter 2 (as at September 2022), with each 

section broken down by assistant directorate. 

Boston Borough Council has 68 Key Performance Indicators (KPIs), of which 32 are trend only. 

Where explanatory commentary has been received for under-performance or missing KPI data, 

this is included below the relevant KPI. 

The overview chart provides a breakdown of all Boston KPIs in Q2, showing the total number that 

are on or better than target (green), within tolerance (amber), worse than target (red), trend only 

(light blue) and those that have not reported data this quarter (dark blue). 

 

 

 

Boston: Wellbeing and Community Leadership 
KPIs 2022/23 Target Performance Status 

Percentage of cases opened at homelessness prevention stage (i.e. before they have become homeless) 70% 61.00%  

Commentary: BBC below target because of an increase in cases (9) where there doesn't appear to have been an opportunity to prevent homelessness plus (5) cases 
ineligible for assistance therefore not entitled to assistance to prevent homelessness. 

Percentage of homelessness cases that were opened at homelessness prevention stage that resulted in the customer not 
becoming homeless 

70% 73.00% ☺ 

Number of verified rough sleepers  Trend 6 Trend 

Number of families with children placed into B&B for more than 6 weeks 0 0 ☺ 

Number of properties improved through Council intervention Trend 18 Trend 

Number of long term empty properties brought back into use through council support and intervention Trend 0 Trend 

Percentage of Customer Contact Calls Answered 90% 92.81% ☺ 

Customer Satisfaction 90% 98.76% ☺ 

Quality of Service 90% 96.39% ☺ 

Average speed of answer – Customer Contact (Seconds) 120s 73.33s ☺ 
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Boston Q2 KPI Overview

Green Amber Red Trend Only Missing Data
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Boston: Regulatory 

KPIs 2022/23 Target Performance Status 

Land Charges - Average number of days taken to process Local Authority searches (working days) 10 4.94 ☺ 

Food Safety – percentage of rateable food businesses with a rating of 3 (generally satisfactory) or above as a Percentage of the 
total number of rateable food businesses. 

98% 97.00%  

Commentary: Nationally standards within many food businesses have deteriorated from pre-pandemic levels of compliance demanding recourse to coaching and 
enforcement to improve standards. This challenge may persist and impact performance as teams work through 22/23 inspection programmes. 

Food Standards Agency Local Authority Food Safety Inspections Recovery Plan milestones achieved 100% 100% ☺ 

 

Boston: Leisure and Culture 

KPIs 2022/23 Target Performance Status 

Visitor numbers / number of tickets sold, by venue Trend Geoff Moulder 55,539           Trend 

Number of swims Trend Geoff Moulder 27,880            Trend 

Number of swimming lessons Trend Geoff Moulder 7,696            Trend 

Number of gym members Trend Geoff Moulder 1,448           Trend 

Customer satisfaction, by venue / service area Trend  Data not available 

Market stall occupancy rate  Trend 65.79% Trend 

 

Boston: Neighbourhoods 

KPIs 2022/23 Target Performance Status 

Percentage of household waste collected for recycling and composting - annual measure 45%  Data not available 

Percentage of recycling collected that is contaminated and unable to be recycled 20%  Data not available 

Number of requests for waste re-collection per 100,000 collections Trend 184 Trend 

Percentage of fly-tips collected within 3 working days of being reported 95% 97.82% ☺ 
 

Boston: Corporate 

KPIs 2022/23 Target Performance Status 

Percentage of Partnership workforces (surveyed collectively) who said ‘Yes’ when asked if they felt valued at work? Trend 74% Trend 

Percentage of the Partnership workforces (surveyed collectively) who said ‘yes’ they feel there are opportunities in the 
Partnership to learn and develop their skills and expertise 

Trend 75% Trend 

Percentage of the Partnership workforces (surveyed collectively) who said ‘yes’ they feel the Partnership recognises and 
supports positive mental health in the workplace 

Trend 79% Trend 
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Boston: Corporate 

KPIs 2022/23 Target Performance Status 

Percentage of the Partnership workforces (surveyed collectively) who feel informed about the Partnership and what decisions 
it is making 

Trend 47% Trend 

Staff Turnover Trend 1.60% Trend 

Number of working days lost to sickness per FTE Trend 0.82 days Trend 

 

Boston: Governance  

KPIs 2022/23 Target Performance Status 

Percentage of corporate complaints responded to within corporately set timescales 95% 82%  

Commentary: 2 in period late due to IT Connection issues w/c 19/9/22. 

Percentage of subject requests responded to within statutory timescales 100% 75%  

Commentary: Only 4 in period, one was late due to complexity of request - the subject was informed. 

Percentage of information requests responded to within statutory timescales 100% 96.10%  

Commentary: 6 in period late, 3 for PSPS 

Number of instances where service areas have failed to notify the DPO promptly of any identified data breaches Trend 1 Trend 

Number of late reports not made available to the DEMS teams at agenda publication Trend 5 Trend 

Percentage registering to vote by telephone/online v paper Trend 77% Trend 

 

Boston: Finance 

KPIs 2022/23 Target Performance Status 

Business rate collection rate (Cumulative) 33% 57.18% ☺ 

Council tax collection rate (Cumulative) 26% 53.11% ☺ 

Time to process new Council Tax Support and Housing Benefit claims 22 days 24.73 days  

Commentary: Although behind a stretching PSPS target we are well ahead of the DWP’s nationally set target for the quarter. This indicator has improved throughout the 
quarter (22.44 days in August and 18.36 days in September) but has been heavily affected by July’s result (31.45 days). We faced challenges of a high outstanding 
workload. Whilst we were successful in reducing the overall volume throughout July, as older work is cleared this does adversely impact on the overall speed of 
processing statistics. The trend is towards improved performance in future quarters. 

Time to process Council Tax Support and Housing Benefit change events 9 days 15.12 days  

Commentary: Although behind a stretching PSPS target we are within reach of the DWP’s nationally set target for the quarter and well within this target for August and 
September! This indicator has improved throughout the quarter (13.96 days in August and 10.55 days in September) but has been heavily affected by July’s result (20.85 
days). We faced challenges of a high outstanding workload. Whilst we were successful in reducing the overall volume throughout July, as older work is cleared this does 
adversely impact on the speed of processing statistics. The trend is towards improved performance. 
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Boston: Finance 

KPIs 2022/23 Target Performance Status 

Percentage of Revenues & Benefits Calls Answered 90% 81.31%  

Commentary: The Q2 average is heavily affected by a lower July result of 72.55% due to increased demand, which included circa 42,000 £150 energy rebate letters being 
issued. It’s promising to note that this indicator has significantly improved throughout the quarter despite the 67% increase in demand when compared to Q2 2021, and 
remote agency staff being unable to access the system due to regional internet issues for a week in September. 

Average speed of answer – Revenue and Benefits (Seconds) 240s 263s  

Commentary: Increased demand due to £150 rebate calls resulted in an additional 7,889 calls throughout Q2. Despite challenges of regional internet disruptions average 
speed of answer remained on-target for September reflecting an upward trend in performance. 

Percentage tax base vs Direct Debit Sign up 60% 62.54% ☺ 

 

Boston: Economic Growth 

KPIs 2022/23 Target Performance Status 

Visitor Economy/Tourism: number of businesses supported Trend Data not available 

 

Boston: Economic Growth and Strategic Growth and Development 

KPIs 2022/23 Target Performance Status 

Inward Investment: number of events attended/hosted Trend 2 Trend 

Inward Investment: enquiries/leads responded to Trend 4 Trend 

Inward Investment: jobs created/new businesses Trend 
15 jobs / 2 
businesses 

Trend 

Inward Investment: external funding achieved  Trend 0 Trend 

High Street Regeneration: number of businesses supported and improved through Town Centre Transformation / Healing the 
High Street / Towns Fund projects 

Trend 1 Trend 

High Street Regeneration: footfall Trend 586216 Trend 

 

Boston: Strategic Growth and Development 

KPIs 2022/23 Target Performance Status 

Number of new homes built by the authority - Partnership target of 80 for the year Trend N/A Trend 

Covid Assistance Relief Fund support awarded to businesses as a percentage of funding received for each relief scheme Trend 97.45% Trend 

 

Boston: Planning and Strategic Infrastructure 

KPIs 2022/23 Target Performance Status 

Percentage of major planning applications determined within 13/16 weeks (or agreed extended period) 65% 88.90% ☺ 

Percentage of minor planning applications determined within 8 weeks (or agreed extended period) 75% 85.70% ☺ 
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Boston: Planning and Strategic Infrastructure 

KPIs 2022/23 Target Performance Status 

Percentage of other planning applications determined within 8 weeks (or agreed extended period) 75% 92.90% ☺ 
Percentage of all planning decisions that were subject to extensions of time in period 30% 67.00%  
Commentary: The percentage of applications requiring Extensions of Time (EOTs) is higher than previous quarter. This is in part due to the number of number of large and 
complex applications over the summer period which have been concluded after long negotiations and legal agreements; in addition to the determination of some older 
cases. Collectively this contributes to the EOT figure - however, steps are being taken to see this reduce over future quarters. 

Percentage of decisions (major / minor / others) taken under delegation within period Trend 94.60% Trend 

Percentage of major planning appeals allowed within the last 2 years (rolling period) against number of applications 
determined 

10% 0.00% ☺ 

Percentage of minor & other planning appeals allowed within the last 2 years (rolling period) against number of applications 
determined 

10% 0.69% ☺ 

Percentage of minor & other planning applications validated within 5 working days against total received 90% 96.50% ☺ 
Percentage of major planning applications validated within 10 working days against total received 90% 87.00%  

Commentary: This results from 1 of 8 (total) applications going over target. Therefore the low figures for major applications received in quarter exacerbates the overall % 
impact. 

 

Boston: Strategic Projects 

KPIs 2022/23 Target Performance Status 

Percentage of key projects completed within 10% of original project timeline Trend None completed in Q2 Trend 

Percentage of key projects completed within 10% of original project costs Trend None completed in Q2 Trend 

 

Boston: General Fund Assets 

KPIs 2022/23 Target Performance Status 

Occupancy Rate at end of Quarter: Industrial Units 90% 100.00% ☺ 

Occupancy Rate at end of Quarter: Other investment property 95% 100.00% ☺ 

Percentage of car parking income received against agreed budget 100% Data not available 

Percentage of commercial rent received against agreed budget 100% Data not available 

Percentage of commercial rent collected against that due 93% Data not available 

Repairs & Maintenance: Percentage committed spend against budget Trend 45.75% Trend 
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Environment and Performance Committee Work Programme 2022–23 
 

THIS COMMITTEE’S REMIT IS ALIGNED TO COPORATE PRIORITIES:   CP1 PROSPERITY   and   CP3 PLACE 
 

 
MEETING 
 

 
AGENDA ITEMS 

 
REPORT AUTHOR 

 
PORTFOLIO  

 
CABINET 

 

22.06.22 
 

 

1. Installation of New Changing Places Toilets 
2. Annual Joint Scrutiny Task Group – S&ELCP 
3. Levelling Up Fund 
4. Update:  Boston Household Waste Recycling Centre 
5. Update on Housing Standards Task &Finish Group.  
6. Quarter 3 Performance / Work Programme 

 
7.  

 

Dep. Chief Exec. Programme Delivery 
Assistant Director - Corporate 
Assistant Director – Planning 

Assistant Director - Neighbourhoods 
Cllr Paul Goodale (Chairman T&F) 

Standing Item 

 

Cllr T Abbott 
Cllr N Welton 
Cllr P Skinner 
Cllr D Evans 

 

29.06.2022 

13.09.22 
 
20.10.22 
 
 
 

Note:  this meeting was re-scheduled to 20.10.2022 
1. Attendance by Cllr McNally.  Lincolnshire County 

Council,  Boston Household Waste Recycling Centre 
2. Cleansing Regime – Boston  
3. Work Programme and Q4 

 
 
 

Assistant Director – Neighbourhoods 
 

 
 
 

Cllr D Evans 

 
19.10.2022 

 

22.11.22 
 

 

1.Joint Scrutiny of the South & East Lincolnshire Councils  
   Partnership 
2.Markets  
3.Task and Finish Group – Housing Standards 
4. Litter and Fly Tipping Strategy  
5. Q1 and Q2 Performance and WP. 

 

 
Cllr Mossop.  Chairman of Group 

Markets Manager 
Safer Communities Service Manager 

Assistant Director – Regulatory 
Insights and Transformation Manager 

 

 
 

Cllr T Abbott 
Cllr M Griggs 
Cllr D Evans 

 
 

 

07.12.2022 

 

31.01.23 
 

  

1. Car Parking 
   

 

21.03.23 
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See over. 

 

 
ALTERNATIVE OPTIONS FOR SCRUTINY WORKING - current at issue of agenda 

 
 

Task and Finish Group Reviews 
 

Corporate and Community: 
Mayoral / Civic Review - update at all meetings of Corporate and Community committee by Chairman of 
the review group. 
 

  

 

Member Working Group 
 

None scheduled at time of agenda publication 
 

  

 

Inquiry Session 
 

None scheduled at time of agenda publication  
 

  

 

All Member Briefings 
 

 
 

 

 

Chairman:   Councillor Judith Skinner.     Vice Chairman:  Councillor Judy Welbourn 

Lead Officer:   Christian Allen   Clerk:       Karen Rist 

Reporting pending subject to meeting date tbc:     
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